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INTRODUCTION 

That portion of Central Asia which is generally called Russian Turkestan, 
and is roughly circumscribed· by the Caspian Sea on the west, by the Sir
Darya on the north, and by the Pamirs and the Hindu Kush ou the east and 
south, is a geographical division marking itself out with fair distinctness. It 
occupies the heart of the continent and commands the highways of inland 
communication, and no wonder it has played an important part in oriental 
history through all ages. Yet a little observation of its soil and physical 
formation will show that there are but a few tracts within its extensive area 
that might have ever afforded opportunity for civilized life or any polity to 
speak of. ,Ve can distinguish barely five such, namely: that part of the lower 
Oxus basin which is now covered by Khiva Khanate; the land whi~h extends 
from the middle cou'rse of the river to the edge of the Pamirs, form.ing the 
northern section of the present Afghanistan and corresponding with medieval 
Toxaristan; the valleys of the Zarafsan and the Kaska, approximately fitting 
with Batara Khanate to-day; that part of the ,Jaxartes basin from Khodjend 
eastwards which is now Ferghana; and lastly the lower basin of the Murgab, 
that is Merv. 

Towns and villages are very scarce in Turkestan considering its vast area, 
and this is because it lies in deserts for the most part, the rest being those 
few districts watered by the streams from the eastern and southern mountains, 
and which are all that is arable. If we compare the whole of the sandy 
region to an ocean, Khiva and Merv will be islands in the midst of it; and 
Boxara Khanate, a peninsula projecting from the Pamirs, being itself nearly 
hemmed in 011 either side by lofty ridges. On the north we see the Kizil 
Kum spreading along the J axartes into Ferghana; and on the south, the 
Kara J{urn, bordering on the Oxus and penetrating the interior of Toxaristan. 
Ferghana and Toxaristan, though not altogether barren, yet are only produc
tive so far as watered by the numerous streams and rivulets from the moun
tains surrounding each, and where that advantage fails, they are no better 
than deserts. To our imagined ocean, they are rather bays or inlets. This 
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view will give us some notion of how those districts in historical ages were 
circumstanced regarding mutual intercourse bet,veen them. They ~vere cut off 
from each other by sanely wastes as completely as if by high steep mountains. 
From this it may be easily expected that the populations of those localities, 
if subjected to the same _rule, would be bound to differentiate in custom and 
speech in the long run, or if unified under one government, would still neces
sitate the handling of each as an independent element. 

It is not to be supposed that outside of those few districts fit at all for 
agriculture and town-building, the region was altogether uninhabited. The 
deserts harboured nomadic savages, who would lose no opportunity to fall on 
the 'towns and villages for plunder, just as pirates from their island homes 
would swoop down upon the _ coast. The mountain valleys on the east and 
south, too, were inhabited by many wild tribes, whose sudden raids must have 
been a constant menace to the life and property of the settled peoples. Neither 
at the present time is that part of Central Asia entirely rid of such danger. 
Thus here was another cause which hindered the intercourse between those 
more favoured climes and communities within that historic region. 

Such is the topographical outlook of Russian Turkestan, and since it is 
a universal law that history is governed by geography, we can guess to some 
extent how the region fared in the past ages. In spite of being situated at 
the centre of the continent, however, it was so far away from headquarters 
·of ancient civilization like Babylonia and Assyria that their antique literature 
bears no record of it, and in consequence its earliest history is entirely 
unknown. Yet it was the cradle of the Iranian race, and there are a number 
of place-names about the land which found their way into the Avesta, having 
lingered in traditions and legends with the racial cults and beliefa. For ex
ample, Quairisam discovered in the scripture, being equivalent _to Uvvarazmia 
on the Behistun monument of Darius, U varazmiya in the Persepolis, U vrazmis 
in the Naks-i-Rustam inscrip#on, and also to Xorasmia of Herodotus, is what was 
later called Xorazm; or Khiva in our days. Mourn found in the same book 
agrees with Margiana in Greek writings and with modern Merv. Sughda, also 
mentioned there, is comparable with Sugude in the Behistun, Sugda in the 
Persepolis, Suguda in the Naks-i-Rustam inscription, and with Soghdo of Hero
dotus, al_l the names referring to the land which broadly corresponded with 
the present Boxara Khanate. There is also Baxdi, which was without doubt 
identical with Bactris as on the three above-mentioned monuments, and with 
Bactria of Herodotus, co~-responding with medieval Toxaristan. As for Ferg
hana, it does not seem to occur any more in the Avesta than in Greek writings. 
A few years ago I ventured in my "Study of Ta-wan" to suggest that the 
name Tapura we saw· on Ptolemaeus's map might have pertained to a people 
who inhabited that particular district. It is very possible, at any rate, that 
the land in question had no name of its own at the epoch of Darius, perhaps 
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because it was then merely part of Sogdiana, or because it was abandoned to 
the nomadic tribes from the surrounding mountains. 

It seems undeniable that this quarter of Asia was in some communication 
with China even before the Han period; there are certain elements of Chinese 
civilization w bich necessitate that inference. True, Chinese history previous to 
that dynasty records no place-names belonging to that region beyond the 
Pamirs, but this was perhaps only because the earlier intercourse was indirect, 
or if ever direct,, anything but frequent. It was when Cang K'ien returned 
from his famous travels that China began to know anything definite about 
the far west, and thenceforth more information was obtained through the 
medium of embassies sent and received, military expeditions, and travels of 
merchants and scholastic pilgrims. The successive governments were always 
attentive to foreign communication in that direction, and thus every dynastic 
history from the Han period downwards included a special chapter titled Hsi
yu-cuan (ffi ~ ~, History of the Western Region), which was in fact a com
pendium of intelligence regarding the western countries. It need hardly be 
said that they furnish very valuable materials for the students of the ancient 
history of Central Asia, there being many old countries and peoples there 
which one could never hope to identify without bringing together evidences from 
both eastern and western sources. 

· By what name, then, did Chinese history call each of the districts selected 
as above in Turkestan? That Ta-hsia (X. }{) found in the Han to Cin annals 
meant Bactria is a fairly well acknowledged fact, though it is not yet ascer
tained from what original name it was transcribed. Po-uih (ii: m) used for 
the same country in the Hsi-yii-cuan of the Wei-,fo (ii ff) is without doubt 
·the transliteration of Ba,xdi, which name was thus known to China as early 
.as the Northern and Southern dynasties. Xwarizm had its reproduction in the 
T'ang-~-u (~ ft), abridged as Huo-hsin (1< w) and Kuo-Ii (i!N! ~U), and also 
in full as Huo-li-hsi-mi (~ 1-!J ~ ffl); while Hu-ssu-mi (11¥ ,ff), W) in the Hsi
_yu-cuan of the T-Vei-fo may be regarded as another transcription of the same 
original, evidence that the ·w ei dynasty was cognizant of that country. It was 
probably even known in the Han period, too, for the 'la-wan-cuari of the 
.Sih-ci (£ ac) mentions Huan-c'ien (~ :&t), which we· may assume to be a 
contracted transcription of Xwarizm, no less than were H1.10-hsiin and Kuo-Ii. 
Then the name Mu-lu ( 7K Jm) mentioned in the Hsi-yii-cuan of the Ho1.i-han-/Ju, 
(1i :il ~) must have referred, as Hirth suggested, to what is Merv nowadays, 
indication that the Han historian knew the place by its old name JIIouru. 
Scholars are not agreed as to the etymology of Ta-wan, the name applied in 
:Chinese l1istory to Ferghana, as observed above, yet there is no doubt that 
P'o-lo-:-na (Nk'. ~ ffl3) ~nd P'o-han (~ ff) on record from the Northern and 
Southern dynasties downwards were phonetic reproductions of Ferghana. 

After we have seen that four of those five districts in Russian Turkestan 
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are represented in old Chinese history, it must seem very remarkable ,that 
Sughda has left no mark there. This absence appears more curious when we 

remember that Sughda was a land of great historical significance. As may 
be gathered from the Avesta, it was the first abode of the Iranians after 
leaving their very cradle in Aryana V a~jo. It was there that they imbibed 
the spirit of Zoroastrianism and offered the longest resistance to the encroach
ing influence of Buddhism, Christianity, and Islam. Remember also what an 
important position the land held in continental intercourse, and how its leading 

cities, such as Samarkand, Botara, and Kess were recognized by Chinese 
historians as early as the Northern and Southern dynasties. Certainly it is 
very improbable that old China knew nothing of Sughda itself, so well-known 
a name in the western region. The fact may be that the name really is 
recorded somewhere in Chinese annals, though never yet identifiecl,-it was 
this idea that led me to an attempt to discover that missing name, and after 
carrying researches through all available literature with this object in view, 
I believe I have been able to attain what I sought. The following chapters 
embody the results of my investigation. 

CHAPTER I 

K'ang-kii Distinguished from Sogdiana. 

It has been the practice with many western sinologues to connect every 
mention of K'ang-kii found in Chinese history with Sogdiana, no matter to 
what particular period the record belonged. They have always been too ready 

to accept what such later histories as the Sili-sii (~ ilf) and the T'ang-§ii, 

said about it, and do not seem to have given due regard to the accounts of it 
in the Sih-ci a11d the Han-§ii (~ if), both of which dealt with the periods in 

which the western state- in question was existent. The result is that they 
regard Sogdiana as the, home of the K'ang-kii people, but let us see if that 
theory will stand before the following passage from the Ta-wan-cuan of the 

Sih-ci: "K'ang-kii (~ m), situated about 2,000 li north-west of Ta-wan, is 

~n itinerant country (fr Ii). The popular customs are the same as those of 
the Ta-yiieh-sih (.:k. }j .1£). There are 8,000 to 9,000 archers. The land is con
tiguous with Ta-wan, and they are subject to the Yiieh-sih on the south, and 
to the Hiung-nu on the east."1

) Ta-wau corresponded with Ferghana, and 
go111g 2,000 li north-west from its capital, one could but reach the north of 

the Jaxartes. It follows that Kang-kii, which was situated thereabout, must 

l) Sih-7.,i, chap. 123, p. 2 r 0
, edition of Chi ku ko t&'iS'M, 
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.have been different from Sogdiana, for it is undeniable that the latter's position 
was to the south of the stream, and south-west of Ferghana. 

·what casts further light on this question may be quoted from the Hsi
yu-cuan of the Han-'&u: "The king of K'ang-kii resides in the land of Lo
yiieh-ni (~~ ~ M) in winter. Pei-t'ien ( * JIJ) City is 12,300 li away from 
Cang-an. It does not belong to the Governor-General. To reach the land of 
Yiieh-ni, one goes seven days 011 horseback. To Fan-nei (~ p1g literally '' within 
the enclosure") where the monarch resides in summer, it is 9,104 li. The 
population is 600,000, with 120,000 trained soldiers. Eastwards it is 5,550 li 
to the residence of the Governor-General. The people, with the same customs 
as the Ta-yiieh-sih, are suQject to the Hiung-nu on the east.m) K'ang-ki.i was 
an itinerant country, that is, no doubt a nomadic tribe moving about in pursuit 
of grass and water. Sogdiana, on the other hand, was the home of the 
Iranians, whose habits were agricultural and commercial, and who constituted 
what the Han-1311, termed a "walled state" (!Jii JB It). Now we learn that 
the K'ang-kii people changed their country from summer to winter, and the 
same thing is actually observed in our days in the Kasak Kirghiz pastur
ing on the Kirghiz steppe. The winter on that wilderness is too rigorous for 
animals, so that the nomads strike their tents when the weather becomes. 
chilly, and go southwards to pasture in a milder climate. The mor,t suitable 
sort of place is the edge of water grown over with the saxaul bush, and for 
this reason the shore of the Sir Darya is mostly preferred.2

) It seems very 
probable the same was the case with the old K'ang-kii tribe, and if so, their 
winter home callecl Lo-yiieh-ni may well .correspond to the Kasaks' J{i,slaTc, 
and the summer abode Fan-nei to the Kasaks' Yailak. Both the Han histories 
thus combine to suggest that the K'ang-kii people were one with the Kasak 
Kirghiz in their geographical position and habits of life. 

The manners and customs of a people are often considerably affected by 
their geographical surroundings, and though we admit the coincidence between 
the mode of life of the old K'ang-kii and that of the Kasak, it might be 
hasty to conclude at once that the former belonged to the Turkish stock as 
do the latter. But the question of racial identity in this case can be approached 
from the etymological side too. The characters forming the name * l,s-, pro
nounced li'arig-ku in the current Chinese, probably sounded much the same 
in the Han period too. Now what suggests itself as most comparable with 
this name in sound is Eangares, the Turkish tribe recorded on the T'u-ciieh 
(~ ]J{j€) monument3

). This is a term to be further associated with Kenger men
tioned by V AMBERY as a Turkish people inhabiting the Russian province of 
Trans-Kaukasus, and with Ifrmgor of the Tekke Turkoman family in Central 

1) Chap. 96 a., p. 10 v0
• 

2) ScR"WARz, Turkestan, pp. 82-83. 
3) Das Tiirkenvolk, pp. 572, 576. 
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Asia; and also with Kengerfo, the Turkish tribe found in the district of Kokuai 
Kuba as well as in the territory of Teheran.1) ·yv e read; on the other hand; 
in Ibn Xordadhbih's account of the Saihun River that it was once called 
Jfonkar; down below the upper limit of the land of Cac; in other words, the 
Jaxartes, below modern Taskencl, was named I{anlcar, and it was not im
probably because the lower basin of the stream was occupied by a people of 
that name. Among many analogous instances in this part of Asia there is 
that of the Sir Darya which owed its medieval name Cac to the country of 
(;au, of which it formed the southern boundary. About the same period, too, 
the Caspian is known to have been called the Xazar Sea after the Xazar tribe 
who dwelt on its northern coast. 

The Roman emperor Constantin Porphyrogenetus's De Aclniinistranclo 
Imperio tells us that it was the three superior clans called Kangar ( or Kankar) 
that ruled over the Peueneg race. Tracing the movement of those Kangar
Peueneg people, MARQUART demonstrated them to have still been holding the 
lower Jaxartes basin and the coast · of the Aral Sea in the 8th century.2

) 

Since racial migration in Central Asia tended as' a rule in the westerly direc
tion from very ancient to comparatively recent times, we may reasonably 
suppose that the Kangar previously had lived further east, that is, their country 
extended from the middle course of the Sir Darya northwards to the Kirghiz 
steppe. This gives rise to the suggestion that the K'ang-k:ii were the Kangar 
themselves, aiid therefore that the Turkish descent already recognized for the 
Peeeneg will also be set down for the K'ang-ki.i. 

The K'ang-kii, as k:uown in the Han period, we ma.y assume, were none 
other than the ancestors of those Peueneg intruders into Eastern Europe who 
left such a warlike record in history from the 9th to the 10th ceiltury, and 
if so, the name K'ang-lcii may be safely decided to be Turkish in origin. 
TmrASCHEK proposed to interpret it as an Iranian word, but in doing so, 
he ,vas unmistakably biased by the notion that the home of the K'ang-kii 
was Sogdiana.3

) YAMBERY compared it with the Uigur lcang and the CJagatai 
lcctn, both of which meant ''extensive";4

) while Abulgazi- compared kcmg of 
Kangar to the Turkish lcang, which denoted a carriage. But certainly those 
suggestions had no more ground than phonetic resemblance. So far as ide1itity 
is admitted between I('ang-lcii and Kangar, we may say that the question of 
the etymology of K'ang-kii was settled by the Emperor Constantin, when he 
remarked that Ifongar was a Peueneg word with the sense of "valour" and 
'' nobility." This was no idle interpretation, seeing that "prowess" is lcongar 
111 Cagatai and lcingir in Osman speech. Besides, it has been pointed out that 

1) MARQUART,. Die Chronologie der altturkischen Inschriften, p. 5. 
2) · Die Chronologie, p. 10. 
3) Die Centralasiatische Studien, I, p. 1::l5. 
4) Ursprung der Mugyaren, p. 109. 
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there ·are certain Turkish tribes in Central Asia bearing such names as Kan
gares, Kongor, and Kenger. We may now safely conclude that K'ang-kii in 
Chinese history was the transcription of Kangar, which was the Peeeneg tribe 
name with the original significance of ''prowess" or "nobility." 

As regards the name Pei-t'ien,, mentioned in the Han-su apparently as 
the capital of K'ang-kii, its etymology is not to be explained. with much 
certainty, though the characters in it were most likely pronounced then much 
the same as in modern times, that is Pei-t'ien. After we have seen, however, 
reason to believe that the K'ang-kii people were the Kangar themselves, and 
therefore the ruling part of the Peceneg race, it is not impossible _that the 

· name of their capital had .some phonetic relation with Peceneg. The latter 
name was also written Beeenek by the Arabs, Patsinakitai by the Greeks, 
Peceneg by the RusRians, and Besenyo by the Magyars, while VAM:BERY 
compared it with the Osman-Azerbaizan word bazinalc, "brother-in-law.m) 
But his case was not sufficiently proved, and on tbe other hand, the name 
.rather reminds us of the Cagatai bicin and the Osman bizan, both of which 
meant "castle.m) · I think these are more comparable with the name of the 
K'ang-kii city Pei-t'ien ( or perhaps Pi-ten), and this granted, it will seem 
possible that the name Peeeneg had its origin in the same city. 

"\Ve learn from the I-lan-liu that the land where the king of K'ang-kii 
resided in winter, with the capital of Pei-t'ien in it, was called Lo-yiieh-ni . 

. This name needs explanation, and we must begin with the inquiry as to how 
the characters ~~Iii were pronounced in the Han period. The first character 
sounds lo in current Chinese, lok in Canton dialect, lak in Annamese, and 
laku in Japanese, while it sounded lok or luk as indicated by the· annotation 
provided in the JJJJ· Rt 5G ~to~~ II, saying"~ is*~ by phonetic spelling." 
The second is pronounced yiieh in Chinese, yiit in Canton dialect, ye1~ ( 01· yet) 
in Corean, and yetu or otii in Japanese. The last character is ni in current 
pronunciation, nik in Canton, and nak in Annamese ; while the transliteration 
of ·the name of the western state of Kusanik: by the characters it .#i m (Kuei
suang-ni) indicates that it sounded either nik or nak in the T'ang period. 
There is, however, equal chance that its archaic sound. may have been some
thing like tok; for its Japanese pronunciation is toku, and the pronouncing 
dictionary Ci-yiin c~ rlJ!) says about it ''phonetic spelling 1t£ f~-1;7] (tek), sounds 
like itt (iek)." Evidences differ so much, and it is not easy to decide which 
sound was proper to the Han period. In the life of Su Wu (~ it) in the 
Sili-c-i, however, we read: ''As King Yu-kin (1kff) liked him, he provided 
him with food and clothes. It was,for more than three years, and during that 
period he fell ill three times. The king bestowed on him gifts of _horses, 

1) Ursprung der Magyaren, p. 112. 
2) Sejx Sulejman Efendi, Uagatai-Osroanisches vVorterhuch, p. 26. 
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Ju-ni (H& ~) and tents.m) 'rhe Chinese commentators remarked that the term 
fu-ni was a Hiung-nu word denoting a kind of pot (in fou), and our Dr. 
MIYAZAKI went further to compare it with the Japanese equivalent of Jou, 
hotogi ( or fotogi) and with the Corean equivalent patangi.2

) I may venture to 
add that it might also be referred to baton or bufaln in Mancu and Mongol 
languages. At all events it seems fairly clear that ~i 11£ (fu-ni) was transcribed 
from the Hiung-nu word bidok, which meant the same thing, and this makes 
us suspect that the character m was pronounced tek, tok in the Han period 
rather than nilc or nak. The whole term spelt~~ tff) then, may quite possibly 
have sounded lolc-ut-tok or luk-ot-tolc at the time of record, and this iit-tok 
puts us in mind of the word ottok in Teleut speech of the Turkish family,3

) 

and otok in Mongol,4) both of which signify "village." 
There are evidences to indicate that among some old western Asiatic tribes 

there was a kind of community designated otolc. Describing the customs of 
the E-lu-te (IB ~ IM:) people in Dsungaria) the I-Isi-c'ui-tsuny-t'img-§ih-liao (i!s 
1¥ ffi mft-$- 18:i-) says: "Formerly) when the E-lu-te were still in existence, their 
rule was divided among four Wei-la-te ({i1 ti !M:) states, each of which had a 
Ta-t'ai-ci (-:k.. § tf) as its head, who was also styled Xan. The other rulers 
were Hsiao-t'ai-ci (;J, ~ tf), whose positions were held by the kinsmen of Xans. 
The liegemen of a Xan were called Tsai-sang (¥ ~). The prime minioter was 

1
T'u-mo-sih (Iii~ 1t), and next was Ca-erh-hu-ui (itL ffl ~ ~)) whosa function 
was to assist the former in managing affairs. The villages suqject to a Xan 
were called O-t'o-k'o (Jµ :t,fi ~), and those suqject to a T'ai-ci, Ang-ci (:m tf), 
which meant 'part.' The O-t'o-k'o pastured around the place where a Xan 
resided, and the Ang-ci around all the O-t'o-k'o.m) I may further quote from 
the San-cou-ci-liao ( ::::= .HI ~ ~) on the same su qject: "In the old system of 
Dsungaria, there were four W ei-lu-te states, with 24 O-t'o-k'o (!Jp t-f ~) and 
21 Ang-ei. The four We-la-te divided the rule of the whole of Dsungaria, 
each headed by a Ta-t'ai-ui, who was also styled Xau. The other rulers were 
T'ai-ei, whose positions were held by the kinsmen of Xans. The O-t'o-'1r'o were 
SUQ_ject to a Xan and the Ang-ui to a T'ai-ui. The pasture of the O-t'o-k'o 
surrounded I-Ii ({jr :rtl, probably the seat of a Xan), and that of the Ang-ci 
surrounded again all the O-t'o-k'o ....... 'Ang-ui' was a Dsungaria term meaning 
'part' .))6

) It is evident that ft! & !M: (E-lu-te) and {flIJ tt ~ (Wei-la-te) both 
of them were transcriptions of Oirat, which meant Kalmu~k Mongols as 
known to the western authors, and accordingly the peculiar designations above 
observed in connection with the people are to be explained as Mongolic words. 

1) Chap. 54. P· 12 r 0
• 2) Sigaku-Zaiisi, 17. p. 661. 

3) RADLOFF, Versuch eines Worterbuches der Ti.irkdialekte, I, p. 116. 
4) KOWALEWSKI, Dictionnaire Mongol-Russe-Frn.ns:ais, I, p. 387. 
5) Chap. 12. 6) Chal?, 7. 
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Thus O-t(o-k(o fa identified with otok; T(ai-ci with taizi; Tsai-sang with 
zaisang; Ang-ui with anggi; and Ca-erh-hu-ei with zarghuci. At first, o-t(o
k(o as a unit of community may seem to have been peculiar to the Mongolic 
people, yet it is worth notice that the (( Origin and History of the Kasak" 
(Pft-~ JE ~ iii) forming another section of the Hsi-i?ui-tsung-t(iing-~ih-liao men
tions a number of Kasak village names which have the term O-t'o-k'o as a 
component. It is, moreover, remarkable that those other terms above identi
fied with Mongol words show coincidence with Turkish words also~ as: 
O-t(o-k(o with ottok, Tsai-sang with zaisan, Ca-erh-hu-ci with zarghuci or 
yarguei, and T'u-mo-sih with temeui. '\Ve may take this as an indication 
that the political system including the o-t(o-k'o community was one shared by 
the Turks and the Mongols. Again there is this significant circumstance, that 
of all the Mongolic tribes the \Vei-la-te were the only people in connection 
with whom that particular system was so minutely mentioned ii~ history, and 
moreover that they were the nearest Mongolic neighbours of the Turks. 
It is very possible, then, that the system rather originated with the Turks, 
and was merely adopted by the '\Vei-la-te. After these observations, there 
seems to be more reason to assume that the K'ang-kii were a Turkish tribe, 
the name of their place, Luk-ot-tok, being referable to the Teleut Turkish 
word ottok. 

The last part of the name ~ ~ M having been identified with the Tur
kish ottok, we may reasonably imagine that the initial character ~- (luk or 
lok) was transcribed from some Turkish attributive, may be ulu or ulug, 
which meant "great." '\Ve know how often Chinese transliterations of foreign 
names have dropped an initial vowel; for example, the Sanscrit Amhat is 
reduced to la-xan (Ii tl); the Khitan atirkan to te-erh-kien (~ ~ JI); and 
the T'u-uiieh Astemi to Se-ti-nii (E 'rfi ~). In the same manner the Turkish 
word uliig may easily have lost the initial u in transcription and been shor-

, tened to fog. If so, the whole term Luk-ot-tok must have been equivalent to 
"major, ottok," signifying the population directly SUQject to the K'ang-kii master 
and the land occupied by them. The If'ang-lcu-cuan of the Han-'rJu shows 
that besides the sovereign monarch, there were over the tribe five petty kings 
who were subordinate to him, and this presents a parallel to the coexistence 
of major and minor T'ai-ci, as observed in the case of Dsungaria. As in the 
latter coui1try the village communities under the supreme ruler were 0-t'o-k(o 
and those under the inferior masters were Ang-ci, so among the K'ang-kii 
the former class of people may well have been called "great ottok," and the 
latter simply ." ottok." The name of the land where the K'ang-kii king re
sided, Luk-ot-tok, thus interpreted, will suggest how old that community system 
was, and at the same time confirm the Turkish descent of the K'ang-kii 
people. 

There is still another ground on which it may be proposed that the 
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language of the K'ang-kii was Turkish. The K'ang-kii-cuan of the Cin-su 
(~ ~) mentions a king of the K'ang-ki.i who sent tribute to the Chinese court 
under the name of Na-bi (ffi5 IJ.). This is a term comparable to the Wu-sun 
0~ ~) word which was transcribed as ~ ~, whose pronunciation in the Han 
period was most likely nai-bi; for the current Canton sound of the character 
~ is nai, while we find on record several names connected with \Vu-sun kings 
which terminated with the character flt, whose pronunciation, though nii at 
present, is admitted to have been bi in the Han times. Now bi was a Turkish 
title borne by chief.s and that this use of the word was not confined to the 
Wu-sun people is clear from what the T'ang' scholar Yen Sih-ku (~em 1:i) 
says commenting on the name of a Ta-wan general found in. the Han-su: 
'' In Ta-wan, noblemen who showed themselves brave generals were styled 
Oien-mi (1'!5. ri.t)." There can be little doubt that the second component of 
the title was the Turkish bi itself. A.s for the first character cien, I once 
compared it with the T'u-uiieh songiis, the Cagatai zenzal, the Osman zenk, 
the Uigur sugus, and the Kuznezk sag, all of which signified "war." But 
now I think it may be more properly connected with the Persian word for 
"battle," zeng; the Osman and Krim-Tartar word zenk, which has the same 
sense, being assumable as an adaptation from the Persia1i original. This will 
appear more probable in view of' the Ta-wan people being of the Iranian 
r_ace, which is a fact to be inferred from this statement in the Sih-ci: 
"From Ta-wan westwards to A.n-hsi (:R }~,), the several peoples, though 
considerably diversified in speech, follow similar customs and can understand 
each other's talk. They have all of them deep-set eyes and are thickly 
bearded." J) 

After the considerations that the K'ang-kii in the Han })eriod inhabited 
the Kirghiz steppe to the north of the J axartes ; that their mode of life 
resembled that of the Kasak Kirghiz now; and that their words can be inter
preted as Turldsh; it is a reasonable conclusion that they belonged to the 
Turkish stock. Needless to say, this makes the idea impossible that their 
home was in Sogdiana, which was obviously situated to the south of the Sir 
Darya and inhabited by the Iranians, not by the Turks. 

CHAPTER II 

The Seats of the Five Petty Kings of K'ang-kii. 

So far we have seen reason to assign the home of the K'ang-kii to the 
north of the Sir Darya, but this does not deny the possibility that their 

1) Chap. 123, p. 7 r 0
• 
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dominion may have covered the other side of the river, including Sogdiana, 
and there is even an indication that such was the case. The Fian-su, while 
describing the Cang K'ien's travels, says: "Ta-wan gave consent to K'ien 
and despatched stage horses for him. The road led to the K'ang-ki.i, who 
then forwarded him by relays to the Ta-yiieh-sih."0 The capital of Ta-wan 
recorded as Kuei-san (Jt Ill) City corresponds with modern Kasan, while the 
court of the Ta-yiieh-sih is shown to have been north of the Oxus and to 
the south of the Iron Gate, and therefore situated in medieval Termid. To 
reach the place of the Ta-yi.ieh-sih from Ta-wan, the ancient traveller must 
naturally have gone first westwards through Xozend and Ura-tlipii to the 
pass of Tamerlan, whence turning south, he must have passed through 
Samarkand and Kess, and then proceeded still further south until he came 
to the northern shore of the Oxus. It is clear this route passed through 
Sogdiana in its middle course, and it must have been in this district that the 
K'ang-kii people had anything to do with the Chinese explorer on his way 
to the Ta-yiieh-sih. vVe do not see why they should have clone so unless the 
land was occupied by them at that period. It will be appropriate to con
clude, therefore, that while the IQang-kii had their proper home further 
north, their territory extended so far south as to include Sogdiana. 

After the above observation of the relation of Sogdiana to the K'ang-kii 
people, it will not be surprising to see some cities in this district marked as 
previous seats of feudal lords of the K'ang-kii race. At any rate, the compil
ers of the T'ang-sii fixed here the sites of three of those old cities of five petty 
kings of the K'ang-ki.i mentioned in the Han chronicle. The Han record 
reads as follows : " The first is King of Su-hsieh (~ ]11), residing at Su
hsieh City, 5,776 li from the seat of the Governor-General, and 8,025 li from 
Yang-kuan (~ !Jffi) ; the second, King of Fu-mo (pf,r :@), in Fu-mo City, 
· 5,767 li from the Governor-General, and 8,025 li from Yang-Iman; the 
third, King of Yii-ni (Jt1!i It\:) in Yii-ni City, 5,266 li from the Governor-
General and 7,525 li from Y ang-kuan ; the fourth, King of Ci (in), in Ci 
City, 6,296 li from the Governor-General and 8,055 li from Yang-kuan; 

, and the fifth, King of Ao-eien (_!l ~) in A.o-eien City, 6,906 li from the 
Governor-Gene~al and 8,355 li from Yang-kuan; all the five kings belong
ing to the K'ang-kii." 2

) From this text itself there fa no ascertaining the 
whereabouts of the cities, in spite of all the de.finite statements of distance. 
Yet it seems the T'ang historians managed somehow to assign the site of each 
in some country or other which was recognized in their own times. Thus 
the first city was connected with the state of C'ii-sa (1t t:P), as we read in 
this passage: "Sih (~), also called C'ii-sa and Cieh-suang-na (11 mW) 

1) Chap. 61, p. 1 v 0
• 

2) Chap. 96 a, p. 10 v 0 -11 r0
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lies to the south of the Tu-mo (51 *) ,stream. It is the site of S11-hsieh 
(~ fil) City of the petty kjng of the K'ang-kii.m) It goes without saying 
that C'ii-sa was Kess of the Arabs, and what is now Sahr-i Sabz. The 
history goes on to assign Fu-mo City to C'ii-s1lctng-ni-cia (lffi ;m {$ Yl!J.), 
Kusaniya of the Arabs and Kusanik of the Iranians, lying west of Samar
kand; Yi.i.-ni City to Ce-se (if::ltrJr), the Arabian (Jae and the Persian Sas, and 
modern Taskend; Ci City to Pu-huo (1ll It), apparently corresponding with 
Boxara; and lastly Ao-cien City to Hiw-hsin (1( ~) or Huo-li-hsi-nii (i!t fU 
~ 31), which was xwarizm or what is nowadays Khiva. It will seem from 
this passage of the T'ang-'fo that of the five cities belonging to K'ang-kii 
petty kings, one was at Tai§kend, another at Khiva, and the rest in Sogdiana, 
and this might appear only natural since it is presumable Sogdiana was 
then in the possession of the K'ang-kii. Nevertheless there is something that 
makes us question whether the compilers of the hjstory based their identifica
tion of the sites of the cities on any authentic data. 

It is clear that they did not take trouble to conform with the historical 
facts in the Han annals. A quotation from the Ta-wan-cuan of the Sih-ci 
will assist _to illustrate this point. "Huan-e'ien (ii~) and Ta-i (A iiii:), 
sm·all states west of Wan, as well as Ku-sih (*ti jj[Ji), Han-mi (ff~), and Su
hsieh (~ m) on its east, sent each of them an envoy in company with the 

. Han messenger, to bring gifts to the emperor and seek an audience · of His 
Majesty.m) The small state S11-hsieh mentioned above, was apparently one 

I 
and the same with Su-hsieh (ml~) City, that seat of a petty king of the 
K'ang-kLi.. It may be remarked that this place could hardly have been due 
east of ·Ta-wan, as stated there, but more probably to its north-east or north, 
for Ta-wan is known to have been adjacent to "'\Vu-sun on the east side. At 
any rate, we may be sure here was what should have been associated with 
that Su-hsieh City, but on the contrary the T'ang-su identified it with Kess, 
which, being south of Sarnarkand, was in quite a different quarter from Su
hsieh of the Han history. Then the name Huan-c'ieri (ff it) found in the 
above quotation was, alike with the T'ang-sit spelling Huo-hsin (1<. ~) the 
transcription of xwar£zrn, and xwarizm lay in the lower basin of the Oxus, 
together with Ta-i, also mentioned there. Now the Han history shows no 
sign of xwarizm having been related to the K'ang-kii, always mentioning the 
two in clear distinction. Here again the T'ang-su ignored the ancient record, 
for it assigned to Xwarizm the old Ao-uien City of a petty king of the 
K'ang-kii. 

It is also certain that in the chronicles written from the Northern and 
Southern dynasties downwards there was nothing that n,jght have been drawn 

1) Chap. 221 b, p. 4 r 0
• 

2) Chap. 123, p. 6 v0
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on by the compilers of the T'ang-su for determining, as they did, the sites of 
the old K'ang-kii cities. True, the Hsi-yii.,-citan of the Sui-su represented some 

states in the northern section of Sogdiana, such as Samarkand, l\1aimargh, 
Kess, Istikan and Kusiinik, as former K'ang-k:i.i territories; and the southern 

states of Boxara, Wu-na-ho (}~ ffl5 -ffi), and .Amol as what had been domains 
of .An-hsi, thus giving us the impression that Sogdiana in the Han period 
was divided between the K'ang-kii possession in the north and that of .An
hsi in the south, which seems too improbable a thing from geographical 

considerations.1
) .At any rate, however, the T'ang-sii did not follow the 

Siti-l'nt, when it described Boxara as the old site of the K'ang-kii city, Ci 
(Jmj). We may notice that the same district is represented in the TVei-Hu as 

a former territory of the K'ang-ki.i, but no other states or cities in Sogdiana 
except Sarnark:and and Taskend this history connects with that people in any 
way. Certainly the T'ang historians had no authority in the earlier records 
to rely upon for determining the sites of those old cities, and so long as it is 

unbelievable that they had any other sources of information as to the condi
tions in that region during the Han period, we cannot but decide their 
identification was a spurious one dictated by mere fancy. 

It is in the Han-sii alone that those five cities of the petty kings of 
K'ang-kii were mentioned during the Han period, the other history, Sih-ci, 
saying nothing whatever about them, either in its Ta-wan-citan or anywhere 

in the whole work. In all probability this was because the intelligence was 
not supplied by Cang K'ien, otherwise there is no reason why it should not 
have been recorded in the Sih-ci. It is moreover remarkable that none of 
the names of those cities agrees with any place-na?le recorded by the .western 
writers, while the Chinese explorer must have seen many famous cities in 
that quarter, such as Samarkand, Kess, etc. No doubt the information was 
brought in at a later date, but when and under what circumstances? Most 

presumably it was when China came into closer contact than ever with the 
K'ang-kii people. Within the period from Cang I{'ien's time to the close of 
the epoch covered by the Han-su, the most likely occasion was when in the 
3rd ye~r of Cien-cao (~ BB) under Yiian-ti (jfj w) (36 B.C.) the Chinese 

general· C'en T'ang (~ wJ,) cooperated with the Governor-General Kan Yen-sou 

( 1t ij; ff) in attacking {)ih-cih San-yii (~ x ¥ :f) on the eastern boundary of 
the country of the K'ang-kiL The enemy's headquarters were CJih-uih City 

on the Tu-lai (:ff~ Jfi.) Stream or the Talas, it is told, and the expedition 

40,000 strong and composed of Chinese and barbarian units being divided 
into six battalions, three took the southern route to proceed across the Pamirs 
to Ferghana, while the others advanced by the northern road through the 

land of ·wu-sun up to the eastern boundary of K'ang-kii. China had secured 

1) Chap. 83, p. 11 r 0
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the alliance of fifteen kings of walled cities, but the monarch of the K'ang
kii sided with the San-yu, and therefore the Chinese must have found it 
necessary, besides reconnoitring their chief enemy, to know the internal 
condition of the K'ang-kii. Perhaps it was thus and then that among others 
those data were obtained about· the people that their capital was Pei-t'ien 
City, that they were accustomed to change their abode from summer to 
winter, and that there were five cities of petty kings in their country. 

:From these observations it is more presumable that those five cities were 
all situated within the proper country of the K'ang-kii to the north of the 
Jaxartes, in spite of the T'ang-su statement to the contrary. Its identification 
of Su-hsieh City with Kess has been criticized already, but here is a more 
positive proof against it provided in this passage of the Hsi-jung-cuan (fl§ :Bt 
1I!l-) of the Cin-su: "K'ang-kii, lying about 2,000 li northwest of Ta-wan 
is adjacent to Su-i (~ -\:;) and I-lieh (11 JU). Its king resides at Su-hsieh 
City .m) Su-i, as will be later explained, was the transcription of Sngduk, 
while I-lieh meant a country on the lower course of the Ili river. It is 
evident from this extract that the city in question could not have been in 
Sogdiana, and in consequence it must needs have been somewhere within the 
proper home of the K'ang-kii on the other side of the river. ,v e have 
indeed no materials for estimating the whereabouts of those five cities, still 
this fact is worth notice that the district from the north of the Sir Darya 

· to Kara Tau now embraces .such cities as Turkestan, Cimken<l, Taskend, 
etc., while history shows that in the period from the 13th to the 14th 
century there were in the same quarter the thriving cities of Sairarn, Otrar, 
Baruin, Yangikand and so forth. Attention may be turned also to the fertile 
tract lying to the north of the Alexander Mountains. Seeing that Cih-cih 
San-yii built his own city on the upper course of the Talas, there is ample 
room for supposing that some cities of the K'ang-kii may have been situated 
in this part of Central Asia. 

CHAPTER III 

Su-i (J{ :-t) Identified with Sogdiana. 

·vv e have already alluded to those five districts in Russian Turkestan 
as the only ones that were suitable at all for the establishment of anything 
like a state. All of them were recorded at an early date by "\Vestern authors, 
but Bactria and Sogdiana were particularly prominent. It might therefore 

1) Chap. 97, p. 10 r 0
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seem very curious that the Han anna1s are void of either name, but a 
· glimpse at the contempomry history of Central Asia will explain why. For 
the period of about a century from the 1atter half of the 2nd century B.C., 
the conditions in this region was constantly disturbed by the inroads of 
northern hordes, and in consequence the barbarians of alien descent were 
supreme everywhere, predominating over the native Iranian inhabitants. It 
is very likely that these foreign people called their new territories in their 
-own fashion rather than continuing the indigenous names; and as the Chinese 
envoys sent to that region must have come into contact with the ruling class 
in the respective countries, they must have learned and reported the substituted 
names. This will explain why the name Ta-wan occurs in the Han histories 
instead of Ferghana for the upper Jaxartes basin, and the name Ta-hsia for 

_ Bactria; and why the country of Gadhara, occupied and renamed by the Saka 
race coming from the north, had always appeared under the. name J{i-pin 
(Mu !J{), the original name Gandhara being late in coming on record. 

It is hardly conceivable that names of such renown as Gandhara, 
Bactria, and Sogdfrina as old even as the countries themselves, shou1d fall 
into permanent oblivion, however long they might be obscured for political 
reasons. Thus we find the nan:ie Gandhara restored in Chinese records . from 
the Cin period onwards in the transcription Kan-t'o-lo (~ llfil ,m); and Bactria 
represented from its own name as Po-uih (rt ffi) in the Northern and Southern 
dynasties. And if we find no trace of the name Sogdiana whatever in 
Chinese literature, it is not improbable that the absence is more apparent 
than real. 

There is a noteworthy passage in the Hsi-yu-citctn of the Hou-Han-sit 
which reads: "The country of Li-i (~ -t) belongs to the K'ang-kii. It 
produces excellent horses, cattle, sheep, and grapes. Its water is beautiful 
and therefore its wine is particularly famous.m) The name of the country, 
reading Li-i in the current pronunciation and probably lit-yok in the archaic, 
has certainly nothing in itself to be associated with Soghda or with any of 
its variants. But there is a possibility of corruption in this spelling, as will 
be expounded later; apart from that question, however we may notice how 
strongly that description of the country reminds us of the land of Sogdiana. 
In the first p1ace, it belonged to the K'ang-kii and as there is small doubt 
that it was an adjacent country to K'ang-kii, it will follow that· it was 
situated south of K'ang-kii. For we learn from the Sih-ci and the Han-&u 
that the K'ang-kii were neighboured on the east by the ·wu-suns, on the 
northeast by the I-lieh (#1' :370), and on the north-west by the Yen-ts'ai (1tt ~), 
all nomadic tribes, while the region to the north was certainly beyond the 
sphere of Chinese records. Secondly, those characteristic features mentioned 

1) Chap. SS, pp. 8 v 0 -9 r 0
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of Li-i, namely; rich soil, beautiful water, and fa,mous wine, point un
mistakably to a tract south of the Sir Darya. It is a matter of history that 
the land of Sogdiana was a wine-producing country. "The right and left 
of Ta-wan make wine from grapes," remarks the Hsi-yu-cuan of the Han
si1i. "The rich families store up as much as 10,000 gallons of wine. Kept 
severa;l tens of years, it will not turn bad. People are as fond of wine as 
horses of clover (1[[ rrfi).m) Ta-wan being identical with Ferghiina, th~ said 
neighbours may have gener~lly meant Sogdiana. The Pei-§ih (~~ E.!.) is more 
explicit in this respect, when it speaks of K'ang (m Ii), which was Samar
kand itself, as will be seen, and therefore representative of all Sogdiana: "It 
produces quantities of wine, the richer families sometimes attaining 1,000 
gallons. It keeps good for years.m) Then the T'ang-~u in its account of 
K'ang, provides another allusion to its characteristic wine, saying: "The 
soil is rich and fit for cereals. It produces fine horses. It has stronger 
soldiers than other countries. The people are fond of wine.m) The last, but 
not the least important point is the mention of "beautiful water" regarding 
Li-i. The well-irrigated, fertile soil of Sogdiana is often emphasized by old 
Greek writers on Central .Asia, while the .Arabian geographers were enthu
siastic admirers of its landscapes with beautiful water scenes, some counting 
Soghd together with Biwan in Fars, Bhawtah in Damascus, and the dale of 
Obullah, calling them the four paradises of the world. 

"Soghd is a magnificent district with the capital Samarkand," says 
Maq adassI. "There are continuous villages, surrounded by trees and garden, 
all the way from Samar kand to near Boxara; one sees no village before one 
enters it for the trees about it. It is the most. beautiful land on God's earth, 
abounding in trees, pervaded with streams and resounding with birds' songs." 
Then Istachri in the same tone, as: "Soghd stretches from the border of 
Boxara, running right and left along the W adi of Soghd, to that of Buttam, 
in a continuous line as long as eight days' journey. It is full of" meadows, 
gardens, and farms, with chaimels and brooks running everywhere. Soghd 
as a whole is like a dress of green brocade, stitched in. with blue veins of 
flowing water and adorned with the white colour of castles and houses." 
Nor does Radloff, the modern investigator of this part of Central Asia, fall 
behind in expressing wonder at its fertile soil, rich vegetation, abundant 
produce, and its charm of landscape, thus ascribing all those excellences to 
the supply of water: ".And all this splendour and magnificence is owing to 
the water, which running like silver threads through the steppes, transforms 
them into a paradise. Now here on earth one could more clearly see the 

1) Chap. 96 a, p. 12 r0
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2) Chap. 97, p. 19 v0
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benign action of water.m) ToMASCHEK suggested the name Hughcla was an 
Iranian word meaning ''luminacy" and "purity ,"2

) and most likely it was 
at first attached to that venerable stream to which the district owed so much 
of its life; just as the Greek name for the Zarafsan) Polyti?netos, with the 
signification of "precious water," reflected the high appreciation that was 
entertained for the river. 

Now compare the statement about Li-i G~ i'.;) above observed in the 
Hou-han-sii with this passage of the Hsi-jung-6uan (irn 3t 1'.) of the Cin-su: 
"The country of K'ang-kii, situated about 2,000 li north-west of Ta-wan, is 
adjacent to Su-i (*-t) and I-lieh ( {fr JU)."3

) It is remarkable how closely 
the names *-t and ~.-t resemble each other while both countries agree 
in the contiguity with K'ang-kii. The natural inference is that the two 
names were identical, it being very presumable that one form was corrupted 
from the other. In all probability, the Gin-su form was correct, since it is 
provable that the characters *-t were pronounced in those times Suk-yok, 
which is associated with Sugdak more intimately. This same form is also 
found in Tu Yu's (tf: {t) T'ung-tien (~ :!,!It.) in the passage: "Suk-yok 
communicated_ with the Hou Wei (1iJJ) dynasty. Its other name is Su-te 
(~ ~)."

4
) This last form will be studied in a later paragraph. 

HIRTH was the :first to point out the linguistic relation between Suk-yok 
and Sugdak. But he was preoccupied with the idea of identity between 
K'ang-kii and Sogdiana, and now finding that Suk-yok thus distinguished 
from K'ang-kii in history could not be well assigned together with K'ang-kii 
in Sogdiana, he saw :fit to modify his supposed position of K'ang-kii. The 
result ·was his prnposition that the country of K'ang-kµ in the Cin period, 
though its capital Su-hsieh Cf!l~ ~) may recall Sugdak, was not situated 
exactly in Sogdiana, but by that time had shifted southwards, so as to lie 
between the Zarafsan and Derbend, covering the district of Kess.5

) This is 
an ingenious theory, but evidently not very tenable. To confine the country 
of K'ang-kii to the basin of the Kaska may serve to give room for that of 
Suk-yok in the limits of Sogdiana, but must at the same time contradict the 
historical statement that it adjoined I-lieh, which was Ili. In his later study 
"Ueber Wolga Hunnen und Hiung-nu," however, he radically changed his 
interpretation of the name Suk-yok. While holding to the opinion that Su-i 
(Suk-yok) in the Cin-8u, as well as Su-te (~ ~) in the Wei-su, was the 
transcription of Sugdalc, he now started the new idea that the original term 
in both cases did not mean Sogdiana, but a district on the northern coast of 

1) Central-asiatische Studien, I, pp. 127-128. 
2) Id. pp. 74-75. 
3) Chap. 97, p. 10 r 0

• 
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the Black Sea. This was returning to the old assumption that Chinese 
literatnre bore no traces of the name Sogcliana, but at any rate, we mnst see 
whether there is sufficent reason why Suk-yak should be placed in such a 
remote region on the Euxine coast. 

There are some passages in the Hsi-yii-ciwn of the TVei-su and in the 
I-yii-cuan ( ~ ~ ,uli) of the Coit-su (ml ll) which seem to offer evidence contrary 
to the identification of Suk-yok with Sogdiana, and as these were what made 
Hirth retract his former theory, it will be worth while to give them close 
examination. The TVei-fo text runs as follows: 

"The country of Su-te (~ ~) is situated west of the Pamirs. It is 
what was Yen-ts'ai (1f ~, spelt ffll; ~ in the Pei-sih) of old, and its other 
name is "\Ven-na-sa (:aM ffl5 rP). It lies in extensive marshes, north-west of 
K'ang-kii, 6,000 li away from Tai ( ft). Previously the Hiung-nu killed its 
monarch and took the country. King Hu-i (fe.-m) made the third generation 
of the reign. Merchants of this country had used to go to the country of 
Liang (i,tt) in numbers to trade, but on the capture of Ku-tsang (MU-~) 
were all of them taken prisoners. At the beginning of Kao-tsung's (~ m) 
reign (the Pei-sih puts it as 'at the begim1i11g of TVen-ceng (:?>C Jrt) era'), the 
king of Su-M sent an envoy asking to be allowed to ransom the prisoners, 
and the em11eror ordained to grant the request. Since then no envoy has 
ever arrived to offer tribute.m) The Cou-8u statement is briefer, running: 
"The country of Su-M is west of the Pamirs. Presumably it was An-ts'ai 
(fft ~) of old. Its other name is Wen-na-sa. It lies in extensive swamps, 
north-west of K'ang-kii. In the 4th year of Pao-ting ( ~ 5E), its monarch 
sent an envoy with a tribute of native products.m) 

The name Su-te (~ 4~), whose old pronunciation is inferred with reason 
. to have been Suk-dok or suk-dek, is very likely to have corresponded with 
Sughdak. As for its relation with Suk-yok (~ -t), we can agree with Tu 
Yu in regarding the one as alternative with the other.3

) Although the old 
pronunciation of *-t is generally assumed to have been Suk-yak, yet we can 
infer from the Annamese sound of the character -t, dok, that the name may 
easily have read Sitk-dok as well. 

·what was the country of Yen-ts'ai, the identity with which is so 
assumed for Suk-clok? It is described in some other histories. The Hsi-yii
cu~tn of the Han-su says of it: "About 2,000 li north-west of K'ang-kii 
is the country of Yen-ts'ai (1f ~). There are more than 100,000 archers. 
The people have the same customs as the K'ang-kii. The country lies in an 
extensive swamp, which is without limit, and which is perhaps the northern 

1) Chap. 102, p. 8 v0
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sea.m) .Another account of it occurs in the Hsi-yii-cuan of the Hou-han-su: 
''Yen-ts'ai is the country of .A-la1~-liao (imJ lfif/lP) by its renovated name. 
The area it occupies belongs to the IQang-kii. The climate is mild and 
makes pines and pei-ts'cw 13 1f- (white grass) grow in abundance. The popular 
manners and costumefl are like those of the K'ang-kii." 2

) ' Then h1 the lVei
ai (11 ~) we read the following q notation from the Wez'.-liao (JJ ~) : "There 
is also the country of Yen-ts'ai, whose other name is .A-lan (!WJ Jm). The 
customs are similar to those of the K'ang-kii. The country adjoins Ta-ts'in 
(X ~) on the west and K'ang-kii on the south-east. It produces famous 
sables. 

1 
The people go pasturing in pursuit of grass and water. The land 

borders on extensive swamps. Formerly it was attached to the K'ang-kii, . 
but no longer now.m) .All these descriptions of Yen-ts'ai, with its other name 
A-lan, exactly answer to what the western authors recorded as .Alan, a 
nomadic tribe inhabiting the steppe north of the .AraL and the Caspian Sea, 
and if Suk-dok was really coincident with Yen-ts'ai, it is very plain that it 
could not have been Sogdiana. 

It is a question, however, to what extent we can trust in the TVei-fo 
and the Cou-sn statement which identified Suk-dok with old Yen-ts'ai. For 
the two countries are provided with separate descriptions in the Hou-han-su, 
and besides_, we read in the Sih-san-cou-cih ( + ~ j1M ~): "Yen-ts'ai (~ ll) 
and Suk-d.ok (~~) have each of them a chief master."4

) ,ve may further 
notice that the Wei-liao, while giving an account of Yen-ts'ai, alias .A-Jan, 
on one hand, mentions on the other an apparently separate country whose 
name is highly suggestive of Suk-dok. It is in this passage of the history: 
"West of Liu-sha (tit&) there are the country of Ta-hsia (*~),·the country 
of Cien-sa (Kien-sa) (~ &), the country of Su-yu (R ~), and the country of 
Yiieh-ti (Jj -:f&),-the four countries."5

) Obviously Ta-hsia referred to Toxara 
or Bactria, and (}:I ~) Yiieh-ti should be regarded as a corruption of }:I j£ 
(Yi..ieh-sib). .As for Cien-sa, we may look over the country names recorded 
from the Tree Kingdom age to the T'ang dynasty and select as most similar 
ones these three: C'ii-fo ( ft &, Kasgar) in the Hsi-yu-ci (ffi ~ fc) of 
Hsuan-cilang; Cia-se (Kia-sa) (5ml i§", T~slrnrgan) in the Sui-cing-c-ii (7.k *~ t::E); 
and O'u-fo (Kia-fa) (ft&, Sahr-i-Sab) in the T'ang-sn. Of these, Kasgar and 
"Task:urgan are to be dismissed as out of the question, for the T¥ei-liao 
represents the former as Su-lei (tit tJJ), while the country of Cieh-sih (ft~ 15') 
mentioned in the history as a dependency of Sn-lei was identical with Task:ur
gan, if I was not mistaken in my demonstration set forth in my "Study of 

1) Chap. 96 a, p. 11 v 0
• 

2) Chap. 88, p. 9 r0
• 

3) Chap. 30, p. 21 r0
• ~ 

4) Sih-san-cou-cih (ed. of the .=: ffi ~ jl& 1?) p. 5 v0
• 

5) Chap. 30, p. 20 v0
• 
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the ""\Vestern Regions." Then what remains to be connected with Cieh-sa is 
1t i!Jl of the T'ang-su) that is) Kess) a country in the basin of the Kaska) 
south of Samarkand. It might be remarked as possible that Cien-sa was a 
shortened transcription of xwariz11i, but we remember that Chinese reproduc
tions of the name in most cases retained some trace of the final zi11i, as, for 
instance, Huan-c'ien (xuan-c'iem) (iji :l-1) and Huo-hsin (xua-sim) (1< w) in the 
T'ang-iiu, and this consideration will decide in favour of Kess being the 
country referred to. Seeing that of the four countries mentioned together in 
the HTei-licw, the three)-Ta-hsia, Yii.eh-ci, and Cieh-sa or Kess-were situated 
west of ·the Pamirs, we may be justified in seeking to identify the fourth 
Su-yu, in the same quarter. The old sound of the name JI~ is admitted 
to have been fok-yo, nevertheless from the Annamese pronunciation of the 
second character, tra, we can infer a possibility of variation, and by the 
analogy of the relation between Sid1,-yolc and Suk-dole above noticed, we may 
be allowed to assume that the character yo (~) may have sounded do as well, 
and therefore that the name of the country in question have read Suk-do. 
Take this name together with the location roughly reckoned for this country, 
and it will appear highly probable that it was Suk-dok: itself, and we may 
therefore safely assume that Suk-dok received a separate mention from Yen
ts' ai in the Wei-liao too. 

After these observations, it seems we are obliged to admit that both the 
lVei-su and the Cou-su statements were erroneous in representing Suk-dok as 
identical with Y en-ts'ai. To my mind, what gave rise to such misrepresenta
tion is not unaccountable, but this question will be treated of in a separate 
chapter. Let it be remarked, in the meanwhile, that that item of description 
of Suk-dok in both histories i.e. that it lay in an extensive swamp north-west 
of the K'ang-kii, was derived from the Hoii-han-~u account of Yen-ts'ai, on 
account of the assumed identity. A similar mistake may also be pointed out 
where the Kua-ti-cih ui i\h fit;) as quoted in the Sih-ci-ceng-i (.Ee. iei JE ~) says 
that "Yen-ts'ai was a wine country,m) which statement was apparently due 
to the confusion of Y en-ts'ai with Suk-dok. 

CHAPTER IV 

The Nine, and the Six·, States under the Oao-wu (BB :fit) 
Family in Sogdiana. 

We have seen that the Wei-sit identified Suk-dok with Yen-ts'ai and 
wonder· what could have occasioned such an obvious error, since all the 

I) Sih c-i, chap. 123, p. 28 r 0
• 
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preceding histories from- the Han to the Northern and Southern dynasties 
make clear distinction between the two countries. I think the only reasonabl~ 
conjecture respecting this discrepancy is that which comes from the other name 
mentioned for Suk-clok, viz. "\"Ven-na-sa (ml. ffl5 tJ,). It was perhaps the phonetic 
resemblance of this term to Yen-ts'ai that tempted the pen which described 
Suk-dok to arbitrarily connect it with the older country. And what was the 
nature of the name '\Ven-na-sa, or what was the original term for that trans
cription? An attempt to answer this question involves the study of the 
whole history of Sogdiana down to the T'ang period, but in my OJJinion, the 
primary key to this problem lies in the account of the country of K'ang 
provided in the Hsi-yu-cuan of the Sui-fo. It requires to be quoted and 
discussed at length. 

"The people of K'ang are successors to those of K'ang-kii. They 
move about without any permanency, adhering to no old home.· Their 
descent has nevertheless been inherited unbroken ever since the Han period. 
The king, whose proper family name is Wen (i'illl), is a man of the Ylleh-sih 
race. Originally they occupied Cao-wu (BB it) City to the north of the 
C'i-lien Mountains (iITJr ~ r.I.1). As they were defeated by the Hiung-nu, they 
crossed the Pamirs to the west, and came at last into possession . of their 
country. Branches of the family each made a subsidiary king, and there
fore the countries right and left of K'ang assumed Cao-w·u as the family 
name, thereby showing. that they did not forget their origin. The king, Tai
sih-pi (ft !k. "-) by personal name, being a generous and gentle character, has 
won the popular heart. His wife is daughter of Ta-t'ou (~ fill) Kaghan of 
the T'n-eiieh. · He has his capital in A-ln-ti ([WJ ~ mt) City on the Sa-pao 
(ifi Jf.) Stream, with a large population. The state affairs are conjointly 
handled by three ministers. The king wears plaited hair, is crowned with 
seven kinds of jewels and gold flowers; and dressed in silk, brocade and white 
cotton. His wife ha$ a knot of hair, which is veiled over with black cloth. 
The adult males have their hair cropped short, and are clothed in brocade 
robes. They are called a powerful nation, many of the countries in the 
western region being su~ject to them. The countries of Mi (:3i~), Sih (JI:!.), 
Ts'ao (ff), Ho (fPJ), An (*), N a-se-po (W is :&l), Wu-na-ho (Ji ffl5 ~ ), and 
Mu (fi) are all attached to them. They have a barbarian code of laws (tiJ.J $), 
which they preserve in a Zoroastrian shrine (~ ffin.1) and take out to decide 
penalties as occasion may arise. For the worst criminal, it is the death of 
all his faniily, for the next in heinousness his own death; robbers and thieves 
have their feet cut off. The people have deep-set eyes, prominent noses, aiid 
thick beards. They are good traders, and various barbarian tribes gather 
for exchange in their country.m) 

1) Chap. 83, p. 6 r 0
• 
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From the above extract it might seem that the country under description 
occupied the same area as old K'ang-kli, ·which we have determined to have 
been to the north of Sir Darya, but we can clearly see that such was not 
the case. "K'ang is also called Sa-mo-cien (IliJH:7\at or ft.It fi ?t!), and is what 
was recorded as Hsi-wan-fo1 (~ ~ R) in the Ylian-\Vei period,"1

) says the 
T'ang-sii, and it is an established fact that those alternative names were all 
ti·ansliterations of Scwnarlcand itself. Nothing then was less permissible than 
to identify this country with old K'ang-kii, but, as we must repeat, the 
compilers of the S1li-~u and the T'ang.:.~ii were under the false impression that 
Sogcliana was the proper home of the K'ang-kii people. As for the name 
I{'ang, many speculations have been made respecting its etymology by 
western scholars, but it is my claim that there was in reality no such 
indigenous name. I hold that the term I{'ang-kuo, is a combination of the 
Chinese word for "country,'' kuo, with the proper name I{'ang, which was 
merely an abbreviation of K'ang-kii, and that simply on account of the 
supposed identity of Sogdiana with K'ang-kii, the historian represented 
Samarkand by that more Chinese-like nai-ne. 

The next point to be scrutinized in the above account of K'ang is the 
alleged descent of the ruling family of the country from the Yi.ieh-ui, who are 
declared to have startBd from "Cao-wu City" north of tl~e C'i-lien Mountains. 
This is to be regarded as doubtful for more than one reason. For there is 
no reliable evidence in history that the Yi.ieh-ei race did at any time occupy 
Sogcliana, still less that their descendants maintained their rnign for generations 
.there. Moreover, even if K'ang were to be identified with K'ang-kii as clone 
by the historian, it would be none the less impossible to relate K'ang with 
Yiieh-sih, for the K'ang-kii and the Yiieh-sih people were clearly distinguished 
from each other, as is ascertainable from the Han annals.2

) ·when the Yiieh-sih 
were· driven out by the Hiung-nu, it is known, they moved westwards until 
they forced entrance into Bactria and se~tlecl there. They would have taken 
Sogdiana sooner, but, as suggested above, the district was then in the hands 
of the stout K'ang-ku people, and finding it so, they could not but turn south
wards in quest of a new home. As for the alleged origin of the Yiieh-sih race, 
we know from the Han chronicles that they had founded a state in early 
times somewhere between the C'i-lien range and Tun-huang, but ''Cao-wu City 
north of the C'i-lien mountains" is never heard of until we meet it in the 
Sui-su. 

A.11 these considerations lead us to snspect that in relating the origin of 
the family then ruling in Sogdiana, the Sui-fo was telling a mere fable. 
Seeing that C'i-lien San and Cao-wu City in the story are terms found 

1) Chap. 221 b, p. 1 r 0
• 

2) Ban-su, chap. 96 a, pp. 9 v 0 -10 v 0
• 
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exclusively in Chinese literature, we may readily conclude that it was not 
recorded from a legend told among the inhabitants of Sogdiana themselves, 
but was an invention on the part of the Chinese. It has been noticed how 
the old Chinese authors seem to have been addicted to the practice of tracing. 
the origin of a foreign country to something native to their own country or 
some name found in their own literature. Thus the Hiung-nu race was pro
claimed as descendants of Hsia-hou-sih (~]ff.!£), one of the earliest royal 
houses in China; the Japanese as offsprong of Tai-po of Wu (* j: {B), an 
ancient feudal lord; and also Ta-ts'in (X. ~), the people of the Roman Orient, 
· as having issued from the Celestial Kingdom; while Po-han (fill ff, Ferghana) 
was identified with the old country of C'ii-sou (~ 1!1l), found mentioned in the 
Wu-kung (~ Jt) of the Su-cing (It f~). Now, the author of the Sui-su saw 
that the feudal lords in Sogdiana shared among themselves a family name 
which sounded something like Cao-WU cag it) and, we may presume, that 
name was seized upon and connected with Cao-wu district (Bg it~) in Ciu
c'iian Prefecture (mi 7'R:. f~) in China, where the Yiieh-sih were known to have 
dwelt once in the Han period. In probability this laid the foundation for 
that story of their racial origin. 

As a matter of course, the family name of the ruling house in Sogdiana 
was not a Chinese name, as the Sid-sii pretends, but nevertheless it may be 
admitted that it was at any rate some word which had a sound more or less 
similar to the characters Cao-wu BB it, which was Cao-bu in old pronunciation. 
Various speculations have been made about what this original term was, with
out reaching, however, any concensus of opinion. Once I was in favour of~ 
and supported in my "Study on the Wusun people," CUNNINGHAM'S sugges
tion that the word Sao inscribed on the coin of the Ta-yiieh-sih monarch 
Kaniska was that/) but now I am aware there are certain objections to it 
not easy to answer. The Iranian word Sao means king, and as such it vvould 
hardly make a family name. Moreover, the sound is hardly reconcilable with 
the characters cao-wu Bg ic, which sounded cao-bu in olden times as remarked 
before. ,Ve may also consider that the Iranian word foh was in many 
instances transcribed by the single, character ~ or tli', but is never known to 
have taken two characters. 

Cao-wu as the royal family name in K'ang seemed to Tomaschek to be 
traceable to the traditional hero of the Iranian race, Siyawus. He saw in 

, the A vesta a place named Kanha, to the east of Lake V ourukasa; in the Sah
Namah, the capital of the Turan king Afrasiab by the name of Kang, and 
further east behind the Sea of Cin, an angelic region called Gau Kangdiz, 
with a stone castle built by King Siyawus in it. ·Those place names, although 
mythical all of them, were in some cases related to historical . facts, our 

1) N um. Chron. p. 65. 
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scholar observed, and moreover the Iranians were known to have occasionally 
applied those legendary names to some real places in their northern and 
eastern habitats. Thus Taslmrgan was once called Kang, as RAWLINSON 
ascertained; the Arabic geographies mentioned Kang-dhi between Isping-ab 
and Far-ab, north of the Jaxartes; and the Sah-Namah showed that Baikand 
of Boxara and xwarizm were both sty led Kang-d1z, and Soghd as one of the 
four paradises of the world, Kang. It was the knowledge of this fact of 
Samarkand being called Kang in Iranian legend that led our author to draw 
the inference that the family name of the K'ang king was, in its native 
form, Siyawus, originally the name of the Iranian traditional hero, which 
was adopted in order to glorify his royal family.1

) This argument is essent
ially dependent on the supposed relation between the historical name K'ang 
and the legendary Kan,q and yet we have already observed that K'ang was 
a name fabricated by the Chinese historians by the abridgment of J{'ang-ku, 
and therefore totally 'unknown in the western region itself. 

There is another oqjection to Tomaschek's theory, which arises from the 
ethnological consideration of K'ang. Untrustworthy .as we have found the 
K'ang account in the Sui-su as regards the statement identifying K'ang 
with old K'ang-kii and declaring its monarch to be of the Yiieh-sih race, still 
what we can infer from the reference it makes to a nomadic race,, in the 
Han period as the founders of the state is that the ruling class in the country 
was not Iranians, but of some nomadic tribe who had pushed in from the 
north and subjugated the native Iranians. This may be affirmed by examin
ing what the Sui-su tells of the customs of the K'ang people. The common 
people wore cropped hair, so we learn, but the king's was plaited into a 
queue or queues; and the queue was a fashion customary with the T'u-ciieh 
people. It must not be supposed that this alone is sufficient to decide the 
T'u-eiieh descent for the king. The history says that his wife was a daughter 
of the T'u-uii~h kaghan., and, besides, judging from the general situation in 
that region at that period, it seems highly probable that the ruler of K'ang 
was under the suzerainty of the T'u-uiieh kaghan; and under such circum
stances, the king, even if he had been of Iranian birth, might· well have 
imitated the T'u-uiieh mode of hair-dressing. It is, however, his personal 
name Ta-sih-pi that seems to speak his origin more eloquently. It sounds so 
Turkish, and especially suggestive of Tas-bi, which, being composed of tas 
.(stone) and bi (lord), is equivalent to "Lord of Stone.m) We may presume 
that this bi was the same title that was translitera.ted by !J., as seen in the 

1) Centrahsiatische Studien, I. p. 136. 
2) In the K'ang account in the Hsi~yii-cuan of tl1e Pei-~ih, Chapter 97, which was 

apparently copied from the Sui-su, the name is written ift ;Jc. "1, instead of {t -!Jc "1, As iit is 
synonymous with 1t, and ;Jc. is 1k. less one stroke, we may safely assume the Pei-~ih form was 
a corruption. 
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case of a K'ang-ku king, Na-bi (~15 JJ.), and that it was also akin to that 
W usun title bi (Jl't), and therefore identifiable• with the word bi in a dialect 
of those Turks who have dwelt from very remote times to· the present in the 
Kirghiz steppe and on both sides of the T'ien-sans. That this word was a 
modification of bag in the T'u-uiieh language may be testified by the T'u-uiieh 
inscription, and most likely the same was the case in the dialect of the 
western T'u-uiieh, under Ta-t'ou Kaghan. 'l{ e may conjecture the monarch 
of K'ang spoke a dialect belonging to the same language as did the Turks 
above mentioned, which was perhaps more or lees different from the T'u-oiieh 
speech used in the Altais and in the Orxon valleys. 

The Tnrkish nature of the king's personal name, the queue he wore, 
and the circumstantial evidence of his family having originated from some 
nomadic people or other, these, taken together, give strong indication that 
he was a man of the Turkish race. It is then fairly clear the founders of 
the K'ang state, none other than his forefathers, were a Turkish tribe who 
came from the north to supersede the Iranians in Sogdiana. Over and above 
this fact, taking into account the probability that the K'ang king looked up 
to the T'u-uiieh kaghan as his ·overlord, there remains very small chance 
that he or any of his predecessors on the throne under.took to connect his 
family with the legendary hero of the subjugated race by naming it after 
him. 

It was J\1.ARQUART who associated Cho-wu with "Kusana Javugasa" 
inscribed on the coin of a Yiieh-sih sovereign. Jcivugasa being the geneti ve 
case of Javuga, the phrase meant "of the Jm,uga of Kusana," and it seemed 
to him that as .Taviiga was the royal family name of the Yiieh-sih at the 
time of King Kaniska, it. was also adopted by the ruling house at Samarkand 
as their own; and that although it was lost among the Kusana people a few 
centuries after, it survived in Sogdiana long enough to enter Chinese records.1

) 

This was plainly suggested· by the idea of the Yiieh-sih having occupied 
Sogdiana previous to their conquest of Bactria, but we have already seen the 
improbability of this. Our author went further to refer to the marriage of a 
K'ang-ku king into the Ta-yiieh-sih family mentioned in the Pan-cao-ciian 
(l;iJI ffl 1:i) of the Hou-han-su, remarking that this afforded an opportunity for 
the adoption of the Kusana family name in Sogdiana. · "\Ve are not ready to 
accept this suggestion either. For my part, I am more inclined to believe 
with Hirth that Jainiga, was an official title of K11sana, which was reproduced 
in the Han-su as Yap-hou (m ~), and which corresponded with the T'u-~iieh 
title Jabgii (~ ~ in Chinese transcription). 

Another noteworthy attempt made at the etymology of Cao-wii was that 
of CHA VANNES. He read in Tabari that in the eleventh year of Hormizd 

1) Chronologie der altti.irkischen Inschriften, pp. 70-71. 
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IV, who was successor to Khosrou Ano11schirvan, the king of the Turks by 
the name of Saba attacked Badhaghis and Herat with 300,000 soldiers, but 
was defeated by the Persian general Bahram Tchoubin, who not only 
succeeded in destroying the enemy king, but also in capturing his son 
Barmo-t1clha in his castle of Baikand and carrying away his treasures; and 
in Thaalibi that a Kaghan named Saba-Sah carried out a raid upon Iran, 
advancing to Balkh at the head of 100,000 horsemen. The comparison of 
these historical statements led our scholar to the conclusion that the, invader 
by the name of Saba must have been in reality, not the great king of the 
Turks, but the master of Sogdiana, a country under Turkish suzerainty. 
The name Sctba was Arabic, while its Persian form was Sawa, and with this 
term he thought Cao-wu was identifiable, as had been suggested by ABEL 
REMUSAT.1

) This theory seems to be more solid than any other so far 
reviewed, though it has yet to be confirmed from other sources. 

The last but not the least important is the clue which has been detected 
in the T'u-ciieh monument of Kiil-tegin in the passage "alty Cub Sogdyq tapa 
suladiniiz." It is the first three words that concern us most, Cub being the 
very term associated with Cao-wu (Cao-bu). RADLOFF read them '' six Cub 
of Sogdyq," 2

) and MARQUART, slightly di:ffereing, "Sogdyq of six Ciib.m) 
THOMSEN, however, who did not acknowledge any idea of "of," interpreted 
"alty Cub" as the name of another district. He pointed out that it was 
nearer the T'u-ciieh than was Sogdiana, and that it was situated on the upper 
course of the Cu or, as the T'ang history represented it, Su-yeh (* ~), at 
no great distance from Issik Kul, to the south of the home of the Tiirghes 
tribe; so that the T'u-ciieh had to pass through the country when they 
invaded Sogdiana.4

) This view of Thomsen's would of course preclude the 
association with Cao-wu, but the question is w.hether it is reasonable to 
connect Cub with the Cu at all. The river was recorded aR Su-yeh in the 
T'ang-°&ii, as above observed, and the native appellation in the contemporary 
period was Suj-ab. This was a compound word made up of Sui and the 
suffix ab (river), and certainly a name very little likely to be reduced to 
Cub. For another opinion on the phrase in question we may mention 
Bartholdt, who thought it just as .reasonable to read it "Sogdyq of alty Cub" 
as to read it '' alty Cub of Sogdyq," but who did not support the identity 
between Cub and javuga of 'the Ta-yiieh-sih, as was claimed by Marquart.5) 

It seems to me the T'u-uiieh phrase, no matter in which way of the two 
it is read, must signify the fact that Sogdiana was composed of six states of 

1) Documents sur les Tou-kiue Occidentaux, pp. 242-243. 
2) Die alttiirkischen Inschriften der Mongolei, N eue Folge, p. 177. 
3) Die Chronol. pp. 71-72. 
4) Inscriptions de l'Orkhon, p. 154, n. 38. 
5) Die alttiirkischen Inschriften und die arabischen Quellen, pp. 16-17. 
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the Cao-wu ~amily at that period. In that passage, indeed, of the above
quot€d extract from the Sili-su: "the countries right and left of K'ang, 
assumed Cao-wu as the family name" we have testimony to the existence of 
a chain of Cao-bu states in the district. Then that a similar situation 
prevailed there in the T'ang period may be gathered from the K'ang account 
of the T'ang-~u which runs as follows: "K'ang is also called Sa-1rw-cien (~ * 1/3it: WI l* ~) as well, being what was represented as Hsi-wan-cien (~~fr) 
in the Yi.i.an Wei period. To its south is Sih (JE..), 150 li away; to its north
west, Ts'ao (ff), over 100 li away; to its south-east, the domain of Mi, (Jl~) 
100 li away; ancl to the north that of Middle-Ts'ao (qt ff), 50 li away. 
K'ang lies to the south of the Na-mi Ot-15 W) Stream, with 30 larger castles 
and 300 smaller forts. The monarch, vVen by family name, is a man of 
Yiieh-sih origiil. In the beginning they abided in Cao-wu (BH fil) City north 
of the l)'i-lien Mountains, but as they were defeated ·by the T'i.i.-eiieh, they 
moved a little way southwards to fall back upon the Pamirs, and thus came 
to possess their country. The branches of the family made subsidiary kings 
who ruled respectively: An (:'.&:), Ts'ao (1tJ), Sih (E), Mi (;t), Ho (1rD), 
Huo-hsin (1<. ~), Mou-ti (IJ<; :1:!R), and Sih (~). These are commonly called 
"Nine Houses" (fL M:), sharing the family name Cao-wu (BB j.c) all around.m) 
This shows how the branches of the Cao-wu family divided rule in Sogcliana, 
and how "the nine houses of the Cao-wu family" was a known name. We 
remember that the Sui-"tru also named nine states in Sogdiana,-K'ang and 
its eight dependencies, but comparison shows the list partly differs in the two 
cases/ This must mean that there was a change in the group of Cao-wu 
states from th~ one period to the other. And if this was so between the Sui 
and the T'ang, what vicissitudes had the group undergone in its composition 
since the Northern and Southern dynasties? Is it not possible, too, that 
during some part of the T'ang period, contemporaneous with the T'ii-uiieh 
monument, there were, not nine, but six Cao-wu states in Sogdiana, so as to 
give rise to the phrase "alty Cub Sogdyq"; and if so, how may they be 
compared or reconciled with the "Nine Houses" recorded in the T'ang 
history? In order to answer these questions, we must collect and use what 
information we can regarding every recorded country in Sogdiana which was 
ever connected with the family name of Cao-wu. I shall begin with the 
examination of K'ang and proceed to take up, one by one, those states which 
the Sui-sii mentions as its dependencies, and for most of which we can :find 
separate descriptions in the same history. 

1 K'ang (* il) 

It is evident from what we have read in the extracts from the Sid-su 
and the T'arig-sii that this country was the centre of the Cao-wu group of 

I) Hsi-yu-cuan, Chap. 221 b, p. 1 r 0
• 
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states in Sogdiana, being governed by the main line of the royal house whose 
branches were rulers of other parts of the region. That it was Samarkand 
itself is also ascertained beyond doubt from its other name given in the 
T'ang-su, 'Viz., Sa-mo-uien, which we :find identified there with Hsi-wau-ein, 
as was the Yuan Wei mode of expressing it. The Pen-ci (7-!s: tB) of the 
lVei-su records occasional payments of tribute by I-Isi-wan-cin, while a 
separate account is furnished for it in the Hsi-yu-ciian of the same history 
as follows: "The country of Hsi-wan-uin, with its capital, Hsi-wan-uin City, 
lies west of Hsi-mi (~ -M), at a distance of 12,720 li from Tai. To its 
south there is a mountain called O'ieh-se-na (-OJD is 00), which produces lions. 
This country regularly sends embassies and tribute.m) South of Samarkand, 
north of Kess, there is actually a mountain which may be connected with 
that mentioned there, whose name O'ieh-se-na is perha1Js refei·able to Katani, 
the other name of Kess. K'ang, the name the Chinese historians habitually 
used for Samarkand from the close of the Northern and Southern dynasties 
to the Sui and T'ang }Jeriods, I have already asserted to have been the 
Chinese abbreviation of K'ang-kii with the suffix kuo (country), with the 
application of which name the inhabitants of Sogdiana themselves had of 
course. nothing to do. It must have been this same misapprehension of 
Sogdiana being identical with old K'ang-kii in the Han record that was 
responsible for the fact that in the reign of Kao-tsung 11m * (650-683 A.D.) 
Samarlrnnd was declared the seat of the "Governor-General of K'ang-kii." 

The Su-i-'{,'U says that the capital of K'ang stood on the Sa-pao (iii Jf) 
River, while the T'arig-su locates the country to the south of the N ami 
Stream, and it is plain both names meant the Zarafsan itself. Na-mi Um*) 
was probably derived, as ToMASCHEK suggested, from the Iranian word 
Nam/idh or Namiq, which signi:fied honour, celebrity, worth, etc. The river 
was called Polytimetos by the Greeks at the time of Alexander, and as the 
word had a similar co:nnotation, we may assume that they used the translation 
of Namidh. This tends to indicate that this name of tlie river was older 
than Sa-pao. It was CHAVANNES who associated the latter name with Sa'." 
pao, by which the Zoroastrian priest seems to have been called in the T'ang 
period.2

) "At the south-western corner of Pu-eheng Quarter (11l j§fc jjj) (in 
C'ang-an), there is the barbaric Zoroastrian shrine (~ ffip_j)", says SUNG :MINu'ru (* ij!{ ~) in his C'ang-an-cih (:Bt * ~): "It was set up in the 4th year 
of TVit-te (flt tl) in dedication to the heavenly god of the western region. 
Attached to the shrine is· the functionary of Sa-pao (~ Jf), whose duty it is• to 
attend to the Zoroastrian deity. This office is also occupied by a foreign 
priesty." The Persian religion had its birth-place in Sogdiana and Bactria, 
and its prevalence there in the Sui and T'ang periods is illustrated by 

1) Chap. 102, p. 8 r 0
• 

2) Documents sur les Tou Kiue Occidentau:x:, p. 132, n. 5. 
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Chinese records. The K'ang account in the T'ang-s1i alludes to the worship 
of the Zoroastrian god, while in the above quotation from the S,ui-sii we have 
read about the same country that the barbaric code of laws the people had 
was kept in a Zoroastrian shrine. We may also consult what· the T'ung-tien 
(~ gl),) quotes from WEI Crmr's (i¥- in) Hsi-fan-ci (51H2) regarding the 
same people: "They worship the heavenly god with very deep reverence and 
great piety. The child of the god died in the 7th month of the year, and 
its bones were lost. ,Vith every return of the month, those who are the 
servants of the god put on black cotton, go barefooted, stroke their own 
breasts, and wail and bemoan, with tears rolling down. Men and women, 
three to five hundred in number, scatter themselves about on the grassy field 
and seek the bones of the celestial child for seven days running, and then 
stop. Outside of the state castle, there are over 200 households living by 
themselves, it being their special business to perform funerals. There is also 
an isolated building, in which dogs are kept. Whenever there is a dead 
man, the body is carried and placed in this house to be eaten by the dogs. 
Then all ·the bones left are gathered and buried, but rio ' coffin is used for 
the purpose.m) Leaving dead bodies to dogs and birds is the rule of Zoro
astrianism, and the antiquity of this peculiar custom may he cm~jectured 
from the fact that such an early writer as Onesikritos mentions about Sogdiana 
and Bactria the custom of abandoning superannuated persons to dogs to be 
devoured, and of keeping the animals for that express purpose. About the 
Zoroastrian worship in Sogdiana, we may also refer to Tu HuAN's (tf:: i!) 
Cing-hsing-ci (t~ fi ~ti) as quoted by the author of the T'ung-fien: "K'ang 
is situated 300 li southwest of the country of Mi. Its other name is Sa-mo
cien. 'rhe soil is fertile and the people rich. The country is small. They 
have a sacred shrine, which is designated po (bat) (tt)."2

) Perhaps the term 
was transcribed from bat .or pat, which is the Persian word for "throne." 
There is thus every evidence that K'ang was a Zoroastrian country, and the 
priestly office Sa-pao, though mentioned only for the Zoroastrian shrine in the 
Chinese capital, must have had its origin in the western home of the religion. 
This consideration enables us to suspect that the Zarafsan may have owed its 
other name Sa-pao to some famous shrine which stood on its banks. 

2 Mi (* lg£J) 

The Sui-~u thus describes the country: "Mi has its capital to the west 
of the Na-mi Stream. Formerly it was a territory of K'ang-kii. There is 
no king of the country. The lord of the city, whose family name is Cao-wu, 
1s an issue of the royal house of K'ang, his personal name being Pi-co (IW 1111). 

I) Chap. 193, pp. 2 v 0 -3 r 0
• 

2) Chap. 193, p. 3 r 0
• 
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The capital city is 2 li square, and is provided with several hundreds of 
good soldiers. To the north-west is K'ang, 100 li away; to the east, the 
country of Sn-tui-sa-na (JU 1-tl· t? ffl5), 500 li away; to the south-west, the 
country of Sih~ 200 li away; and to the east, Kua-cou (JJHM), 6,400 li away. 
During the era of Ta-yeh (X ~), this country sent tributes of local products 
at frequent intervals.m) Then, the T'ang-sit states about the country: "Mi 
may as well be named Mi-mo (~ 3K) or :M:i-mo-ho (51t tr- ll). It is 100 li 
away from K'ang, which is to its north. The master of the country resides 
in Po-hsi-te (~ ii&, ii) City .,m 

It is clear that the country thus described was that of Mamarg or 
:Maimarg, as the Arabs called it. Abel Remusat explained that llfi (llfai) was the 
Chinese abbreviation for llfainwrg, and To.MASCHEK determined its location 
at modern Guma-a-Bazar.3

) 

3 Ts'ao (t?1 Ii) 

"The country of Ts'ao has its capital a few li south of the Na-mi 
Stream," says the Sui-su. "The country has no master, so that the king of 
K'ang lets his son W u-cien (,I® ~) hold it as his estate. The city is 3 li 
square, with over 1,000 trained soldiers. In the country there is the deity 
Te-hsi (1¥1: ~ iii$), worshipped in many countries from Hsi-hai eastwards. The 
deity has attached to him the metal man (:~ A). The Gin-po-lo C~ & ~) 
measures 15 feet in breadth, with a height in proportion. Every day a 
sacrifice is offered to the god of 5 camels, 10 horses, and 100 sheep. There 
arE! always 1,000 people to eat it, but they never consume it. To the south
east is K'ang: 100 li away; to the west, Ho (firr Ii), 150 li away; and to the 
east Kua-uou, 6,600 li away. During the era of Ta-yeh, the state sent 
embassies with tributes of local products."4

) The T'ang-su gives instead of 
Ts'ao, the three names-Tung-Ts'ao, (Jlt fl) Hsi-Ts'ao, (r§ 11) and Cung-Ts'ao 
($ 'ff), and describes each as follows: "Tung-Ts'ao is alternatively called 
Suai-tu-sa-na (~ i~ t? ffl5), Su-tui-sa-na (f.~ f,t :eJ; ffl5) Cieh-pu-tan-na ($1 7ffi' P_[ ffl5),' 
or Su-tu-shih-ni (~ ff~ rain which make four names in all. It is situated 
to the north of the Po-hsi (ml~) Mountains, and is identical with Erh-sih 
(lt ~ffi) City in the Han period. To the north-east is Cii-can-t'i ( {,,JJ_'./rJ t-%), 
200 li away; to the north, Sih (E ii); to the west, K'ang; to the north-east 
Ning-yiian (~ ~); each about 400 li away; and to tl1e south, T'u-huo-lo 
.(~ 1( ~), 500 li away. Hsi-Ts'ao is what was Ts'ao in the Sui period. It 
adjoins on the south Sih (lit) and Po-Ian (:fl!l ~). It has its capital in Se-ti-hen 
(~ ® ;i]f) City. In the city of Yiieh-kan-ti (~ -=f ®) which is to the north-

1) Hsi-yii-cuan, chap. 831 p. 10 r 0
• 

2) Hsi-yii-ciwn, chap. 221 b, p. 3 v 0
• 

3) Centralasiatische Studien, I, p. 145. 
4) Hsi-yii-cuan, chap. 83. p. 10 v0

• 
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east, there is the temple of Te-hsi, the deity worshipped by the countrymen. 
Cung-Ts(ao is situated to the east of Hsi-Ts(ao, and to the north of K'ang. The 
king resides in Cia-ti-cen (~ ® ~-) Oity."1) 

All the alternative names for Tung-Ts(ao mentioned as above in the 
T'ang-su, except Cieh-pu-cii-na, may be connected with Suai-tu-se-na ($ ~ ~ ffl5) 
in HsuAN-CUANG's (~ ~) Hsi-yu-ci (fl§' ~ ~E), as well as the Arabians' 
Osuruifana or Sutrusana, and therefore also with modern Ura-tu.pa, as King 
Baber was justified to assert. The T'ang-s1L explicitly does not relate this 
country to the Cao-wu family, but since it is identified, as we see, with Ts'ao 
as_ in the Sui dynasty, and since the Sui-su says the latter was ruled by a 
son of the K'ang king, we may reasonably suppose the master of Tung-Ts'ao 
belonged to the same Cao-wu line. Se-ti-hen, the name attached to the capital 
of Hsi-Ts'ao may be regarded as a transcription of the Arabian name Istexan 
or Istexang, -with the initial vowel omitted. TmirASCHEK located the city on 
the shore of the Ak-darya, one of the principal tributes of the Zarafsan, 
identifying it thereby with the present Istikhan between Kattah Kurgan and 
Cilak, and also with Astakan on Ptolemreus's map. It is to be gathered from 
some Arabic books of travels that the city was once the metropolis of the 
whole of Sogdiana.2

) The Ohi1iese knowledge of it during the period of the 
Northern and Southern dynasties, moreover, is apparent from this passage 
of the Hsi-yu-cuan of the Wei-su: "Se-eih-hsien ( is 9:iJ fj), with its capital 
Se-uih-hsien, lies north-west of I-Isi-wan-ein, at a distance of 12,940 li from 
Tai. The land is level and yields five fruits in abundance.m) No doubt 
Se-cih-hsien was the transliteration of T§texan, though we must allow for more 
or less corruption. 

It appears from the T'ang-su that Cieh-pii-tan-na was another name of 
Tung-Ts'ao, but the Hsi-yii-ci distinguishes it from Suai-tu-se-na, which was as 
we have seen none other than Tung-Ts'ao. -we may be sure the latter was 
right, for Cieh-pu-tan-nci was obviously a reproduction of the Arabic name 
-Kaputana, and the site of old Kaputana jg assigned to Gubdan or Gubclun 
in the valley of the Bulanghyr, at the foot of the Kodym Tau, due north 
of Samarkand.4

) That this country was heard of during the Northern and 
'Southern dynastic period seems clear _from the following passage of the Hsi
yu-cuan of the Wei-su: "C'ieh-pu-tan (111□ ~ ~) with its capital, C'ieh-pu-tan 
City, lies north-west of I-Isi-wan-cin, at a distance of 12,780 li from Tai. 
The land, being smooth, suits rice and barley, and yields five fruits.m) 

As to what the god T~-hsi (1~ ~) was there is no agreed opinion. 

1) Hsi-yii-ciwn, cbap. 221 b, p. 2. 
2) Central. Stud. I, pp. 152-153. 
3) Chap. 102, p. 10 r 0

• 

4) Central. Stud. I, p. 144. 
5) Chap. 102, p. 10 v0

• 
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HIRTH thought it comparable with Tos (plural form, Tostor ), which V AMBERY 
had asserted on the authority of Pallas to be an idol which it was the 
custom of the Altai tribes to set up at the east side of their tents.1

) It seems, 
however, CHAVANNES was not satisfied with that view, for he declared the 
question to be still unsettled.2

) It is worth notice that nearly twenty years 
ahead of Hirth, ToMASCHEK proposed to connect Te-l1Si with Testar ( or 
Tistrya) of the Persian faith,3

) but so far as I know, this opinion was not 
regarded to be any more conclusive than the other. I am inclined to believe 
both were right; that Tostor and Testar were identical and both may be 
connected with Te-hsi. At first sight it might appear that Tost61·, worshipped 
by the Altai tribes of the Turkish race was clearly distinct from the Iranian 
god Testar. But we may conclude otherwise when we consider the probability 
that the Turks were not altogether free from the influence of the Iranian 
cults and beliefa. It is a known fact that the Turks and the Mongols had 
a kind of necromancy called Jada, and this term unmistakably indicates its 
Iranian origin. Again the Turks called heaven Hormuzda, which was certainly 
an Iranian denomination. It is then quite possible that the rurks learned 
to worship the Iranian deity Te.star, which name may have been easily 
corrupted to Tostor among them. The interpretation of Te-hsi, therefore, 
may largely depend on that of Testar. Fortunately SPIEGEL gives a very 
studious description of the Iranian god, which may be quoted in outline as 
follows :1) 

It appears from the Zend text that he was in the beginning a mere star 
god, but acquiring in course of time the power of distributing water, he came 
up to the same rank as of the sun and the moon, and thereafter he figures 
in the A vesta as the superintendent of all stars. In the Vendidad we see him 
represented in the shape of a bull with gold horns and hoofa, and at other 
times of a sacred star, qualified in the latter capacity with the term ''bright'' 
and "stately." Again in the Yasht he is the embodiment of the spirit of 
water, worshiped as a guardian against Daeva, Pairik:a) and other devils) 
whose influence brought on droughts and lean years, and of whom the 
stoutest one was Daeva Apasha, whose business it was to baffie all his efforts 
to supply mankind with water. It h&ppened regularly on the tenth day of 
every month, that the good god went through a series of metamorphoses, from 
a youth to a bull and then to a horse, and in this last form accepted from 
men the offer of haoma wine and meat, promising them in return the multip
lication of men) horses .and cattle) and the cleansing and refreshing of souls. 

l) Fremde Einfliisse in der chinesiE:chen Kunst, p. 33, Anrn. 1; \TAMBERY, Das Ti.irkenvolk, 
p. 123. 

2) Docum. p. 139. n. 3. 
3) Central. Stud., I, p. 152. 
4) Eranische Alterthumskunde, I, pp. 71-72. 
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This sacrifice was necessary to sustain him through the battle he had to :fight 
for their sake. When he goes to the lake of Vouruka to draw water for 
mankind, he is waylaid and challenged by the arch-enemy, in the disguise 
of an abominable-looking black horse. During the combat which follows, 
however, the strength of the friend of man begins to fail through the 
insufficiency of the sacrifice he is receiving, and for a while the enemy is the 
master of the situation, which means for mankind a spell of no rain. In the 
nick of time, however, the mighty god Alrnra Mazda comes to aid, with 
his weapon, lightning, and puts the enemy to flight. The devil groans as he 
runs away, which is thunder. 

We understand that Testar was above everything the distributor of rain, 
and this is good reason for identifying him with the favourite idol in the 
district of Sogdiana, where life depended so much on the magic power of 
water to convert the desert into a paradise. We may also notice how the 
enormous size of the daily sacrifice offered to Te-hsi can be accounted for by 
the story of Testar whose fight would suffer for want of sacrifice. SPIEGEL 
points out that apart from his virtue as watergiver, Testar was the guardian 
god of every quarter of the compass, but especially strong in the easterly 
direction.1) This knowledge confirms what has been suggested as to the relation 
between Testar and Tostor. For we learn about Tostor that the Altai tribes 
customarily had his image set up at the east side of their dwellings, and 
certainly it was because he was one and the same god as Te.star himself. 

4 Ho (firr mEJ). 

This country is thus described in the Sui-su: "Ho, with its capital situated 
several li south of the Na-mi Stream, is a former territory of K'ang-kii. The 
king, Cao-wu by family name, is another kinsman of the king of K'ang. 
The city is 2 li square, and has 1,000 trained soldiers. The monarch sits on 
the Gold-8/ieep-Throne (~ :¥: ~). To the east, it is 150 li to Ts'ao; to the west, 
300 li to Hsiao-An; to the east, 6,750 li to Kua-cou. During the era of Ta-yeli, 
the state sent an envoy with tribute of local products."2

) Then we read in the 
T'ang-su: '' Ho is also called C'u-suang-ni-cia ()ffi ffi 1:i ~) or Kuei-suang-ni 
(:I: ,ffi M). It is the former site of Fu-mo (ijt :m) City of the petty king of 
K'ang-kii. In the east of the city there stands a two-storied building, on the 
northern wall of which are portrayed the former emperors of the Middle King
dom; on the eastern, the monarchs of Tu-ciieh and Po-lo-men (~ ~ F~); and 
on the western, those of Persia and Fu-lin ($1 ~), etc. The chief of the city 
every morning comes to pay homage to them and then retires. In the 15th 
year of Cen-kuan (~ ti), the state sent an envoy with tribute. During the 

1) Eranische Alterthumskunde, I, p. 73. 
2) Chap. 83, pp. 10 v 0

• 
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era of Yung-hui (;°k fix), as they heard that the T'ang was about to despatch an 
expedition to conquer the west, it petitioned to be allowed to carry the supply 
of provisions to the army. Thereupon China suddenly declared the country to 
be Kuei-suang Province (Ji: .f! 31M), conferring on its chief Cao-wn Ta-ti (BB it 
~ i~) the governorship thereof. They sent Po-ti-sih ({[4:@ !k.) as envoy to 
return thanks to the court.m) 

Of the names of the country mentioned in the T'ang-su, CYa-siiang-ni-cia 
corresponds to Kusanika in Arabic, Kusani in Persian, and Ifosanili, in medieval 
Iranian speech, while Ifoei-suang-ni seems to be a slightly modified form. 
Istachri says that KusanI was the most civilized place in Soghd, forming a 
centre for all . the towns and cities in the region. 2) The Sui-su name Ho was 
no doubt an abbreviated transcription, but what was the original name? We 
know that the method the history used for abbreviating the i1ames of western 
countries was in some cases to take one, mostly the first, character of a trans
cription previously on record, as, for instance, K'ang (}jjt) of K'aug-ki.i (* JS), 
and An ('ii!) of An-hsi (~ ;~,); and in other cases to transliterate directly from 
the original name one sound or syllable in it, as 11:fai (*) from JJfaimarg, 
11:fo (;f!) from Amal, and Ss (.BI!) from Kess. Now it is plai1i Ho does not 
belong to the former class, and if we compare it with J-(usani, its contemporary 
somid, which was probably Xa, does not seem to sufficiently agree with any 
part of l{usani. Thus we are induced to appreciate TmrA.scHEK's identifica-

. tion of it with Gao, mentioned in the Avesta,3) and also MARQUART's suggestion 
to connect it with Qai, which Ibn Hauqal pointed out as lying in the heart 
of Sogdiana. 4) 

There is in the Yu-yang-tsci-tsu ("gg [~ ff tll.), compiled in the T'ang period, 
a description of a western country by the name of Hsiao-i (~ff.). It is to be 
noted that the characters, reasonably supposed to have been pronounced Xait-ok 
in those times, show considerable similitude to Gau or Gava. 'l{ e may then 
examine to what extent the description itself applies to the country of Ho or 
KusanI. It reads: "The country of Hsiao-i, over 3,000 li in circumference, 
is $ituated in (the basin of) a level river (.zis: Jll). They erect a palisade of 
wood over ten li in circumference, within which there are 2,000 houses for 
the popu~ace. The country is surrounded by over 500 great palisades. The 
climate is ever warm, and winter knows no withering or falling of vegetation. 
It is good for sheep and horses, though there are no camels or cattle. The 
people a.re honest and candid, and like to have guests and company. They 
are tall and big, with a prominent nose, yellow hair, green eyes, and red 

1) Chap. 221 b, pp. 3 v0
, 4 r 0

• 

2) MARQUART, Die Chronol., pp. 59-60. 
3) Cent. Stud. I. SBWA. :Ba. 87. 
4) Die Chronol. p. 60. 
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beard, their complexion being like blood. As for weapons, they use spears 
-exclusively. The land is good for cereal crops, and yields gold and iron. They 
dress in linen, and follow the ffR. teaching, not knowing Buddhism. There 
are over 300 (some say 1,000) "!ffe. te11.11)les. They have 10,000 armed horsemen 
and foot-soldiers, do not esteem trade and commerce, call themselves Hsiao-i. 
Men and women carry their vituals with them, preparing them on every first 
day to be eaten during the month. Thus they live on stale food.m) 

Granting fJ;R. to be a corruption of ~, the 300 Zoroastrian temples in the 
-country speak for the predominance of that worship there. Since the sphere 
-of that religion in the contemporary period, to the west of the Pamirn, com-
prised Persia and the Iranian countries in Russian Turkestan, and since Persia 
was always represented as Po-ssii (iJJi. ;!!Fr) or Po-la-ssii (vlf. JU m), this Zoroas
trian state Hsiao-i must necessarily have meant some country in Turkestan, 
.and quite possibly Kusani. Then the "level river" in Hsiao-i may be as
sumed to correspond to the Na-mi stream within a few li of -which the country 
of Ho was located. In other respects, however, it might seem that the above 
-description does not fit the Sogdiana country. \Ve are told that there were 
no camels or cattle in Hsiao-i, but we can hardly believe anything like that 
-could have been true in any country in that quarter of Asia, and therefore 
may dismiss it as obvious misinformation. Another point, which is not so 
negligible, is the statement that the Hsiao-i people were indifferent fa-commerce. 
'This is a trait not to be easily attributed to any settled tribe in Russian Tur
kestan. For we must admit they were always distinguished for their com
mercial tendency, which belonged to them by nature and also on account of 
the position of advantage they commanded on the continental highway of com
munication. Let me quote for illustration the description of Ta-hsia from. the 
Ta-wan-ouan of the Sih-ci: "Ta-hsia lies to the south of the Oxus, over 2,000 li 
,south-west of Ta-wan. They are a settled people, and have castles and horses. 

· The popular manners and customs are similar to those of Ta-wan. They ha,re 
110 supreme chieftain, but some of their cities have minor lords over them. 
'Their soldiers are weak and afraid of fighting; the people are good at trading. 
When the Ta-yiieh-sih came moving westwards and subjugated the country, all 

· the people became their vassals and slaves. The population is very large, ex
ceeding 1,000,000. The capital is Lan-sih (~ m) City, where various com
modities are marketed."2

) This was written about Bactria, where the Ta-yiieh-sih, 
being a nomadic Turkish tribe which originated in the western part of Kan-su 
(inflfi) Province, conquered and ruled over the Iranian natives, and from it 
we may easily })erceive the peaceful, commercial disposition of the people, which 
was in striking contrast with the :fierce warlike character of the invaders. 

1) Chap. 4, p. 3. 
2) Chap. 123, pp. 2 v0 -3 r 0

• 
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Still n1ore characteristic is what the I-Isi-yu-cuan of the T'ang-sii says about 
K'ang: "They are good at trading, and fond of gain. ·w•11en the men are 
twenty years of age, they leave for the neighbouring countries, and go to any 
place where there is gain.m) This indicates how great was the commercial 
propensity of the people of Samarkand in that period. "\Ve may now quote 
again this statement about Su-M (* lt#) from the Hsi-yii-cuan of the Wei-sii~ 
"Formerly many merchants of this country used to go to the country Liang 
(~ ±) to trade. At· the conquest of Ku-tsang, however, they were all taken 
prjsoners." 2

) It is a matter which I intend to explain later, that Su-te, the 
transcription of Sugdok, meant in the Northern and Southern dynastic periods., 
not the whole of Sogdiana, but the particular state Kusanik or Ho, and if 
their merchants went so far east as Liang-t'u or the present Liang-cou, it 
shows they did not yield to the Samark:and people in their zeal for trade. 
Now we see the people of Hsiao-i represented as slighting trading pursuits, 
and mOTeover there is the mention of a large army of horsemen and foot
soldiers, which puts us in mind of the relative importance attached to military 
life in the country. Neither can we overlook the habit described of the people 
of carrying provisions to last a month, which seems a sure sign of a nomadic 
tribe, not of any J)eople settled down to commerce or agriculture, as must have· 
been the case in Kusani. 

There is on the other hand this important consideration that the popula
tions in Bactria and Sogdiana, must, as far as history goes, have always con
sisted of two elements,-a ruling class, of foreign origin in every case, which 
were given to warlike activity, and the governed class of Iranian natives, who 
were more inclined to the peaceful pursuits of life. The foreign rulers, were, 
in order of succession from the Fighting States period of Chinese history down
wards, the Greek soldiers, the Ta-yiieh-sih, K'ang-kii, Ephthalites, and T'u-ciieh, 
who occupied the country one after another. The rule of the T'u-ciieh lasted 
until the reign of Kao-tsurig of the T'ang-dynasty, but then the Arabian 
general Kotaiba entering on the conquest of both Turkestans, finally succeeded 
in bringing all south of the Oxus under Arabian supremacy. In the· Yil
yang-tsa-tzu, written in the first half of the 9th century, we read how the 
Arabian king tried to demolish a bronze horse which was greatly worshipped 
at a Zoroastrian temple in the province of (;ii-te-uien (-OHi ~).3

) The last
mentioned name, presumably an alternative spelling for (A_~ 1~ ~ ((;iu-yiieh
te-cien) found in the Book of Geography (till~~) of the T'ang-su,4

) has 
been identified by CHA VANNES with Kowadhijan of the Arabs, a district on 

1) Chap. 221 b, p. 1 r 0
• 

2) Chap. 102, p. 8 v- 0
• 

3) Chap. 10, p. 9 r 0
• 

4) Chap. 43 b p. 10 v0
• 
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the lower course of the Kafirnagan, a northern tributary of the Oxus.1
) The 

story is an indication of how the Arabs, who conquered Bactria, attempted to 
,eradicate the Persian faith from the land. ,Ve may reasonably suppose the 
,condition was very similar in Sogdiana, and assume that it was the Arabian 
princes and warriors who constituted the predominating class, lording it over 
the native Iranians there. ,Ve may therefore interpret the habit oflife ascribed 
to the people of Hsiao-i as referring to the foreign half of the community in 
the country of Kusani, who might well have despised commercial ·pursuits, 
which was characteristic of the other half. After these observations, we can 
still reasonably connect Hsiao-i with the country of Kusani. In conclusion, 
the characters Hsiao-i (Xao-ok) (~ if.) were the comPlete transcription of 
the Zend name Gau or Gava, corresponding with. Ibn Hauqal's Qai, which 
would have been more properly written Ga'i, while Ho or Xa (fij) was the 
abbreviated reproduction of the same. This means that the '1 'ang-su, record
ing Ho and l{ilei-suang-ni, introduced the two different names of the 1:mme 
•country. 

"An is what was An-hsi (Yi! }~J) in the Han period," says the Sui-fo. 
"The king, ()ao-wu by family name, is kindred of the king of K'ang. His 
individual name is Se-li-teng (fit jJ ~) and his wife a daughter of the king of 
K'ang. The capital is situated on the south of the Na-mi Stream. The castle 
is five-storied and is surrounded by running water." 2

) The T'ang-su describes 
the country as: "An, also called Pu-huo (11i W&) or Pu-ho (trn Pi), is what was 
.spoken of as Niu-mi (1H1: ~) in the Yiian--Wei period. To its north-east is 
Tung-An (*Yi!) and to the south-west, Pi ("'), each about 100 li away. On 
-the west it borders the Wu-lm (}~ im:) Stream. The capital is A-Ian-mi (lfril 
~ ~) City, the former seat of the King of Ci (Ka) (!ru), a petty king of 
K'ang-kii. There are in the country 40 larger castles and more than 1,000 
.smaller forts. The king, Ho-ling-uia (glif lit ;Jl!l) sent a gift of fine horses, an
nouncing that his family line had descended for 22 generations. In the same 
year, the country of Tung-An also sent an envoy and tribute, declaring that 
their royal family was 10 generations old. Tung-An, also named Hsiao-An 
(,J-, !Ji!, Minor An) or I-Io~han (PI ff), is located north of the Na-mi Stream. 
'To the east, it is about 200 li to the river, and to the south-west, 400 li to 
Ta-An (X .t!, Ma;jor An). The capital is Ho-han City, whose other name is 
Hu-cin (~ fr). ,. The country has 20 larger castles and 100 smaller forts. 
During the Hsien-cing l~ !f era, China established A-lan as the Province of 
An-hsi (tc J~• fM), nominating its king Cao-wu-sa (BB it~) the Governor 

1) Documents sur Jes Tou-Kiue Occidentaux:, pp. 71, 201, 279. 
2) Chap. 83, pp. 6 v 0

, 7 r 0
• 
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thereof; while Hu-cin was declared the Province of Mu-lu (7K Jfil fM), its king 
Cao-wu Pi-hsi (13?3 it t1fl J~~) being appointed to the governorship thereof."1) As 
is evident from the Sui-su, An was no indigenous whole name, but an abbre
viation of the transcribed name An-hsi found in the Han history, though this 
abridged form is misapplied in this case, as will be seen. The names Pu-hiw 
and Pii-ho, which the T'cr;ng-'fo rnentions as alternatives for An, correspond 
with Buxara in Arabic, Boxaraq in medieval Iranian, and Buqaraq in T'u
eiieh speech, showing that the country was that of Boxara itself.2

) True, none 
of these names is found in the Sui-su, but nevertheless the Chinese of the time 
of the Northern and Southern dynasties seem to have heard of Boxara, since 
the Hsi-yu-cuan oi t}1e Wei-su and that of the Pei-sih both have this passage: 
"Fu-lmo (ffi!J :1i) is 17,000 li from Tai. To the east, is A-fu-sih-~ieh (fwJ IIJ 
1]1! ii) (spelt !lJlJ g {re Jl. in the Pei-sih), and to the west Mu-sni (~ ~it), each 
at a distance of 1,500 li. On the south, it is bounded by a mountain range· 

· whose name is unknown. To the north is the state of C'i-sa (~ t:I,), 1,500 li 
away. There is in this country (of Fn-huo) Fu-huo City.m) Very obviously 
this was written of Boxara. The neighbouring country Mu-sui was probably 
identical with Mou-cih (~ %!) as mentioned in the Wei-su and also ·with l\1ou-ti 
(ft :l:fu) found in the T'ang-su; while the name of the other country Ci-sa 
seems traceable to Iiess, which we see represented elsewhere by the abbrevia
tion Sih (_fl!). As for the mountains of unknown name to the south of the 
country, they may have meant the Hindu Kush. It is strange, however, that 
the TVei-:-sn gives a separate account of the country of Niu-mi, which we have 
seen the T'ang-su identify with Boxara, as if it were a different country. ''Niu
mi (fB: ~I), with its capital Niu-mi City, lies west of Hsi-wan-cin, at a distance 
of 22,828 li from Tai," reads the passage. No doubt Niu-nii was transcribed 
from the NU1nig or Nurni!J-kat, the name used by the Arabians as alternative 
for Boxara, but the historian furnished an account for it without seeing its. 
identity with Boxara. 

In the Sui and T'ang histories we perceive not a few instances in which 
the names of western countries as mentioned in the Han records are misidenti
fied, but as the present case of the country of An is perhaps the most glar
ing example, it is worth while to dwell on it. Now what the Sui-su, repre
sented as An was very obviously Boxara. The historian declares it as iden
tical with An-hsi on the Han record, and applies to it the abbreviation of that 
Han name. It is an undeniable fact, however, that An-hsi meant Parthia, 
and that Boxara was in no way related with Parthia, for it belonged to the 
Greco-Bactrian Kingdom up to the time of Han emperor Wu-ti, and then 

1) Chap. 221 b, pp. 1 v0
, 2 r 0

• 

2) MARQUART, Chronol. p .. 61. 
3) Wei-su, Chap. 102, pp. 130°; Pei-sih, Chap. 97, p. 16 v0

• 
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passed into the possession of the K'ang-kii people, and it is never known to 
have made part of the Parthian domain. It is clear the Sui-su historian made 
a gross mistake ju naming the country An, and no less erroneous in their 
respect was the T'ang-su, which must have followed the example of its pre
deccessor without questioning it. The later history even contradicted itself, when 
it identified the capital of An with the seat of an old K'ang-kii lord, for it 
is evident from the Han annals that K'ang-kii and An-hsi were different coun
tries. ,Ve can also see what a strange irrelevance the T'ang government com
mitted in denominating the capital of An, that is of Boxara, as An-hsi Pro
vince, but they must have only followed the official historian's identification. 
And the same thing may be said of the establishment of Hu-uin City as Mu-lu 
Province, for the Han historian's Mu-lu meant the modern Merv. It limited 
the east of Parthia, and was not reasonably to be connected with Hsiao An, 
a district in the south-western part of Sogdiana. All these examples serve to 
illustrate how often the attempt of the Sui and T'ang historians to identify 
the western countries and cities found on earlier records ended in absurd con
fusion and spurious revelation. 

An and Hsiao An are mentioned together not only in the Hsi-yu-auan of 
the Siti-su, as we have seen in the quoted passage on K'ang, but also in that 
of the TVei-sii. The Pei-sih, however, records only Hsiao An, making no men
tion of An. But when we consider that the Wei-su borrowed its Hsi-yii-auan 
from the Pei-sih, and· the Pei-sih owed its own Hsi-yii-cuan to the Sui-su, 
it is hardly conceivable that the middle history did really not record An, and 
so we may assume the omission was a scribe's mistake and was confined to 
the existing edition of the history. Again if the Sui-su furnishes s" description 
for An alone, doing no more than mention Hsiao An, the T'ang-su describes 
Hsiao An side by side with Ta An, so calling An for the sake of distinction; 
and we may be assured the country of An was divided into An Major and 
An Minor from the Sui period. In the T'ang-sii account, we notice that 
Hsiao An, being identified with Ho-han, was also designated Tung An (Eastern 
An). No doubt this was intended as au antithesis to Hsi An (Western An), 
but then it seems strange that we discover no such name as the latter in the 
same history. It is, however, in the H.'3i-yii-ai, in the note on the country 
of Fa-ti ({t ttl!) that we find the statement: "The T'ang (the Chinese) called 
it Hsi-an-kuo.m) Thus we understand that the Chinese of the T'ang period 
gave the names Tung An and Hsi Au respectively to Hsiao An or Rohan 
and to Fa-ti. Now the country of Fa-ti is described in the Hsi-yu-ci as fol
lows: "The country of Fa-ti is over 400 li in circumference. In climate and 
popular customs it is similar to Sa-rno-cien ( 1viz. Samarkand). To the south
west, it is over 500 li to the country of Huo-li-hsi-mi-uia (it J;IJ ~ 51 ~J□)." 2) 

I) Chap. 1, p. 23. Kyoto-Daigaku edition. 
2) Chap. I, p. 23. 
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As the last-mentioned country meant Khiva, geographical consideration makes it 
inevitable to assume the word '' south-west" to be a misscript for what should 
have been "north-west." Now the T'ang-sii name for Khiva being Huo-hsin, 
as we have already observed, we find this said by the Hsi-yu-ciian of that 
history about Huo-hsin: "To the south-east, it is 600 li to Su-ti (.Bt :f:lli)."1) 
"'\Vhat is very remarkable is the close resemblance there is between the tran
scriptions Fa-ti ( 1:lt tt!1) and Su-ti (J3t :l:-!B), while the countries represented by 
them were so much the same in the relative position with Khiva. Most pro
bably the two names were identical and each may equally be suspected of being 
a corruption of the other, but in trying to find out which was genuine, we 
must also take into account another name no less similar in spelling, that is 
Mou-ti (It ifil), which the T'ang-su mentions as one of the Nine Cao-wu states 
related to K'ang, and which seems to have much chance for bei1ig identical 
with the other two. There is besides, a country which the Wei-su names 
Mou-uih (:1¥ m), thus describing it: "With its capital Mou-cih City, it lies 
to the south-west of Niu-mi (t:H: W), at a distance of 22,920 li from Tai. The 
land is level, its fauna and flora resembling those of the Middle Kingdom.".2) 

The identity of Niu-mi with Pu-ho or Ta An is as already observed, and the 
direction of Mou-uih from it may be taken as agreeing with that of Fa-ti and 
of Su-ti as above noticed. And the name Mou-cih ($ §:iJ) has a very similar 
sound to Mou-ti (rt J:fu), brought into comparison ~ith Fa-ti and Sn-ti as above. 
These things taken together, we may safety decide Mou-ti (Ilt :I:&) was the 
correct form and right alternative for Mou-uih (:1¥ 9U), and Fa-ti and Su-ti 
its corruptions. Now Mou-chi was 22,920 li, and Niu-mi 22,828 li, from Tai, 
according to the Wei-su. As both lay in approximately the same direction from 
Tai, the distance between themselves may be measured by the difference in 
mileage from Tai, which is 92 li. ,v e know on the other hand that the Hsi
yu-ci places 400 li between Pu-ho ( =Niu-mi) and Fa-ti (more correctly Mou-ti 
=Mou-ci), and must recognize the discrepancy thus presented. But we may 
at the same time assume that Botiira (trli r%), Garxan (~ rr), and Mou-ti (It 
:lfil) were located fairly close together, as their mutually related names, Ta An, 
Tung An, and Hsi .An suggested. 

6 w u-na-ho 0~ ~m ~ li) (spelt -~ms~- ii lll the Pei-sih). 

The Sui-su says: "The country of ·wu-na-ho, with its capital situated 
west of the "\Vu-Im Stream, was once a territory of An-hsi. The king, Cao-wu 
by family name, is kindered of K'ang, his personal name being Fo-sih 
(1,r, Jft). The city is 2 li square, with hundreds of trained· soldiers. The 
sovereign seats himself on the Gold Sheep Seat (ilk~~). To the north-east, 

1) Chap. 221 b, p. 4 r 0
• 

2) Chap. 102, p. 10. 
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it is 400 li to An; to the north-west, over 200 li to Mu; and to the east., 
7,500 li to Kua-uou.m) The T'ang-su does not mention this country. 

7 Mu (fi ii). 

"The country of Mu, with its capital to the west of the Wu-hu Stream, 
1s also a former territory of An-hsi," says the Sui-su. "The land adjoins 
1l{ u-na-ho. The king, being of the Cao-wu family, is another kinsman of the 

Ii) 

king of K'ang, his individual name being A-Ian-mi (IIDJ 11%: W). The city is 3 li 
square, with 2,000 trained soldiers. To the north-east it is 500 li to An; to 
the east, over 200 li to W u-na-ho; to the west, over 4,000 li to Po-ssii (Persia); 
and to the east; 7,700 li to Kua-uou. In the Ta-yeh era., this country sent an 
embassy with a tribute of local products."2

) The T'ang-su gives no mention 
of this country either. 

w·u-na-ho and Mu are perhaps the most difficult to identify of all the 
nine states enumerated by the Sui-su as subsidiary to K'ang, although there 
seem to be comparatively more clues regarding the latter. The biography 
of P'ei Cii (~ ~B) in the Sui-su, describing the three routes for reaching the 
Hsi-hai from Tun-imang, says of the middle one: '' Starting from Kao-o'ang 
(iWi ~), one passes through Yen-u'i (~ 1fl), Kuei-tzii (Si~), Sn-lei (Il l}J), and 
after crossing the Pamirs, goes on through Po-han (~ ff), Su-tui-sa-na (~ ft 
-rP ffl)), K'ang, Ts'ao, Ho, Ta and Hsiao An, and J\1n, until one enters Po-ssii 
and then reaches the Hsi-hai.m) In terms of modern geography, it must mean 
that one departed from Sa-eou (t:P !HI), and taking to the south side of the 
T'ien-san range, proceeded through Turfan, Kara-sahr, Kuca and Kasgar, and 
crossing the Pamirs, descended the Alai plateau into the valley of Ferghana ; 
then turning westwards, one passed through Xodjend, Ura-tiipii, Samarkand 
and Boxara; crossed the Oxus so as to attain Cardjui, and further advanced 
through Merv and Mesed in the dominion of Persia until one came at last 
to the head of the Persian Gulf. It is clear that Mu marked the last stage 
before reaching Persia. According to the Sui-su, this country was 500 li away 
from An, i.e. Botara, or some five days' journey; while BYRUNI's calculation, 
measuring 5 farasnng from Boxara to Baikand, 12 farasung from Baikand 
to Ferebr, and 2 farasung from Ferebr to .A.mu.ye, showed the total distance 
between Botara and .A.miiye to be 19 farasung, which corresponds to 500 
Chinese miles in round numbers.4

) On the strength of this coincidence, MARQUART 
thought Mu identifiable with .A.mu.ye, which was Amul or Amui in the middle 
ages, and which is to-day Cardjui, and I believe he was justified in doing so. 

1) Chap. 837 p. 11 r 0
• 

2) Chap. 83, p. 11 r 0
• 

3) Chap. 67, p. 38 v0
• 

4) SPRENGER, Post- und Reiserouten des Orients, No. 1. 
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There is ABEL REMUSAT's proposition to assign Mu to the present Merv, but this 
is not only in discord with the Sui-su statement of distance between Mu and 
An, but also with the history of the suggested district. As MARQUART pointed 
out himself, Merv, or l\1arwi-sahagan in those periods, formed the capital city 
for the Xorasan territory of the Sassan dynasty, and so far as l\1u was a state 

· subordinate to K'ang and ruled by the Cao-wu family, their identity is beyond 
question.1) 

Having recognized the fact thaiJ; J\,fu was Amul, we may further connect 
it with Fa-ti, or more correctly l\fou-ti. The Hsi-yu-ci puts the distance 
between Fa-ti ai1d Botara at 400 li, and this is 100 li or one day's journey 
less than that recorded as between Mu and Boxara in the Sui-su; but consider
ing the usual chance of inaccuracy in Chinese statements of distance, this is 
no serious objection. Fa-ti was placed by VrvIEN DE St.-MARTIN at Betik:,2

) and 
by MARQUART at W ardan,3

) on the right bank of the Oxus in both cases, but 
it seems more reasonable to assign it to Cardjui on the other side of the river. 
We have already reason to admit that Fa-ti (1:!t ±th) and Mou-ti (Lt ±-t!!) meant 
the same name; and now we may recognize in 11.fou-ti a contraction of .Amrda, 
and in JJ.fit a further simplification and more Chinese-like representation of it, 
which is comparable to the case of .An and l{'ang derived respectively from 
.An-hsi. and K'ang-ku. It might be noted by the way that the Hsi-yii-cuan of 
the Pei-sih records Mu and Fa-ti separately as if they were different countries. 
Remembering the fact, however, that this section of the history borrowed 
both from the Book on the ,v estern Region written in the vVei period and 
from the 1-Isi-yu-cuan of the Siti-su, there is much likelihood that the author 
failed to see the identity of the two names because they were given respectively 
by the two original histories, just as he was misguided. with respect to An and 
Fu-Imo. 

The question of vvhere to locate ·wu-na-ho, we cannot hope to answer half 
so definitely. Since it lay west of the vVu-hu Stream as the Sili-sii testifies, 
the country must have been situated, like that of Mu, on the left side of the 
Oxus. The history describes it at the same time to be lying 400 li south of · 
An (Boxara) and over 200 li south-east of Mu (Cardjui); while the passage 
of the same history on Mu states that Mu was 500 li south-west of An and 
over 200 li west of \Vu-na-ho. Comparing these data, it would seem that 

· \Vu-na-ho was about 100 li nearer to Boxara than was Mu, but so far as Mu 
was identifiable with Carcljui, this situation is evidently unaccountable. It is 
to be plainly seen on the map that the trend of the A.mu Darya in this section 
is such that any point on its left bank upper than Carc1jui must be at a 

1) Ern.nsahr, p. 311. 
2) Memoire Analytique, p. 282. 
3) Die Chronol. p. 62. 
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greater distance from Boxara than is Carc1jui itself. And '\Vu-na-ho lying east 
of Carc1jui ancl on the left side of the river, could not possibly have been 
nearer to Boxara, and this goes to intensify the problem. At all events we 
may be sure that among the nine states under review, "\V u-na-ho and J\1u 
alone were situated on the left of the Oxus, both being four to five days from 
Boxara. I may also remark in passing that the above-cited evidences made 
it difficult to connect vVu-na-ho with Andchui, as MARQUART proposed.1

) 

s Sih (JI!. rt). 

The Sui-su, says: "Sih, with its capital 10 li south of the Tu-mo (~ ~) 
Stream, is a former territory of K'ang-kii. The ki1ig, Cao-wu by family 
name and T'i-ue (3M~) by individual name, is another issue of the royal 
house of K'ang. The city is 2 li square and has more than 1,000 trained 
soldiers. The popular customs are like those in K'ang. To the north it 
is 240 li to K'ang; to the south, 500 li to T'u-huo-lo (llt 1di); to ·the 
west, 200 li to N a-se-po Ot!Hs ml); to the north-east, 200 li to Mi; ancl to the 
east, 6,500 li to Kua-uou. During the Ta-yeh era, this country sent an envoy 
with a tribute of local products.":l) The T'ang-su description of the country 
reads: "Sih, also called C'ii-sa (1! :ell) or Cieh-suang-na (~ ffi Jt-15), lies south 
of the Tu-mo Stream. It is the former site of Su-hsieh (~ m) City of the 
petty kh1gofK'ang-kii.. To the west, it is 150li to Na-se-po; to the north, 
200 l-i to the domain of Mi; to the south, 400 li to T'u-lmo-lo. Iii the Ta-yeh 
era of Sui, its chief T'i-ce (3M §Effi) made himself the first of the reigning line 
to communicate with the Middle Kingdom. The report was that his country 
was strong and prosperous, that he had built, Ci-sih (z ~) City, and that his 
territory extended over several thousands of li. In the 16th year of Chen
kucm (~~),the monarch Sa-se-pi (tli' ~ -$) sent a tribute of native products. 
During the I-Isien-c'ing (f,j l!) era, the couµtry was established as the Province 
of Cii-sa 11 tll, its chief Cao-wu Sih-ho-ho (BH [C -!Jc nn] ~) being nominated as 
Governor thereof.ns) 

The T'ang-su name of the country, Cieh-suang-na, corresponds with Kascini 
or Kasaniya of the Arabs, while the other names in the same history Ci-sih 
and Cii-sa 1l tP are apparently transcriptions of Kess. Then the name Sih 
in evidence in both histories was in all probability the abbreviation of C'i-sih 
or Cii-sa, of which the last syllable was retained. TmrASCHEK suggested that 
KasanI was a word having the sense of "winter abode."4) Again the Tu-mo 
Stream, which ran north of the country, must have meant the Kaska-rud, 

1) Die Chronol., p. 65. 
2) Chap. 83, p. 10. 
3) Chap. 221 b, 4 r 0

• 

4) Cent. Stud., I, p. 184. 
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the largest river in the district after the Zarafsan. It issues from the Sultan
Hazret Tagh, and flows on west until it is joined by the Khazar at Karsi, 
and then disappears in the sands. Kess as well as Nasaf owed to this river 
its prosperity, which was in this region only surpassed by that of Boxara and 
Samarkand. 

,v e have already explained that the T(ang-sii assignment to Sib of the 
former old Su-hsieh City of the Han age, ruled by a feudal lord of IQang-kii, 
was spurious and incorrect, and yet it is an unfortunate situation that many 
western scholars have drawn their inferences from this wrong material. MAR
QUART, who must have been aware of the mention in the i~ih-ci of Su-hsieh 
as one of the countries ranging east of Ta-wan, yet did not doubt the T(ang-su 
identification.1

) It also led CHAVANNES to connect Su-hsieh with Soghd, and 
this idea seemed to him confirmed by Marquart's demonstration from Arabian 
records that Kess was once the capital of Soghd.2

) ,v e have, however, the 
probability that the characters Su-hsieh ("fri M) were pronounced sit-xai or so-xai 
in the Han period, which was a sound too far removed from Soghd or Sugda. ,v e know it is not allowable to identify Kess with Soghd, for Kess was con
fined to the south of the Kaska, whereas Soghd had the Zarafsan basin for 
its proper area. I may ~lso refer to the mention, observed before in the lVei-su, 
of the four countries beyond the Pa1~irs-Ta-hsia, Ta-yiieh-ti, Su-yo, and Cien-sa 
and recall the inference we were enabled to reach that 811-yo (Suk-do) and 
Cien-sa meant respectively Sugda and Kess. 

The Hsi-yu-ciwn of the TYei-su renders the name Kasani by another trans
cription, saying: ''The country of C'ieh-se-ni (11JO is ffi), with its capital C'ieh
se-ni City, lies south of Hsi-wan-uin; at a distance of 12,900 li from Tai.. The 
land produces red salt (ffft ffl) and abounds in five fruits.m) This makes it olear 
that the country was south of Samarkand. Then the same name occurs in the 
passage on the country of Po-uih (ff ~ii) that is, Ba,kdi or Bactria, as follows: 
(( With its capital Po-cih, it lies to the south of C'ieh-se-ni, at a distance of 
13,320 li from Tai.m) The comparison of the above statements shows that V 

C'ieh-se-ni intervened between Samarkand and Balx, and it was on this 
ground that SPECHT identified it with Kess.5

) The alleged production of red 
salt will be accounted for by TouA.SCHEK's testimony that in the Basgur-Dagh, 
which ranges south of Khuzar in the southwesterly direction towards Kalif, 
there is a spot where Soghd men take rock salt, which they sell under the 
name of Samarkand salt, and also that IBN KHORDA.DBIH's list of taxes in 
Soghd included rock salt.6

) 

1) Eransahr, p. 304. 
2) Documents sur Jes Tures Occidentn.ux, p. 146, Note 3. 
3) Chap. 102, p. 10 r 0

• 

4) Chap. 102, p. 10 r 0
• 

5) Etudes sur l' Asie centrale, p. 15. 
6) Cent. Stud., p. 180. 
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9 Na-se-po (ffl5 is YiJZ ii). 

The Sid-su affords no account of this country, bnt it is described by the 
T'ang-su as follows: "Na-se-po is also called Hsiao Sih (,J\ }E., Sih Minor\ 
because it is subordinated by Sih. It occupies the former territory of T'u
lmo-lo (~t 1<. rtl). On the east it is bounded by the Pamirs, on the west it 
ac1joins Po-ssii. On the south are the Snow Mountains(~ IH), and the Fu-c'u 
(*.f.~) Stream traversing the country. On the north there is the CU.-mi (PJl ~) 
,tribe.m) The Sui-su furnishes no description of this country, though mention
ing it among the nine states subsidiary to K'ang. No doubt the name Na-se-po 
was a transcription of Naxsab of the Arabs, of which Nasaf was a native 
corn1ption. This name we find mentioned in the .A .. rabian records of war, 
mostly in company with Kess. Its capital stood at the juncture of the Khuzar 
with the Kaska, and has since the days of the Mongol supremacy also been 
known by the name of Karsi. We learn from YAQUT that Nasaf was a large, 
populous city with numerous gardens in it, and was situated between Gaihun 
(Amu Darya) and Samarkand, and that its other name was N axsab. It 
follows that the country was limited by Botara on the west, and by Samar
kand on the north, while on the south-west, it was separated from Oaganiyan 
in Toxarestan by the Basgur-dagh range, with its famous pass of the Iron 
Gate. This, however, differs much from what the T'ang-su teUs of the country, 
and small wonder it does so. It is plain that the T'ang-sit; started with the 
false idea that the country was identical with T'u-huo-lo, and described its 
paper boundaries accordingly, or speaking more properly, copied the following 
paragraph on Tu-huo-lo in the Hsi-yii-ci: "On the east it is bounded by the 
Pamirs, on the west it adjoins Po-ssu. On the south are the Great Snow 
Mountains, on the north it is backed by the Iron Gate. The Great Fu-c'u 
River flows west through the middle of the country.-Going along the northern 
shore of the stream one reaches on its lower course the country of OU.-mi."2) 

Having so far examined in history each and every state mentioned in the 
Sui-su account of K'ang as subordinate to its suzerainty, we are now assured 
that besides K'ang itself, Mi, Ho, Mu, ,Vu-na-ho, and Sih are each described 
as being attached to a king whose family name was Cao-wu, but not Ts'ao 
and N a-se-po. The Sui-sii offers no account whatever of N a-se-po; and as for 
Ts'ao we learn that it had no king of its own, but that a son of the K'ang 
sovereign was allowed to hold it as his estate, thus making it scarcely count
able as one of the Nine Oao-wu Houses, if there were such in that period too. 
It is very remarkable, on the other hand, that going through the Hsi-yii-i5'uan 

1) Chap. 221 b, p. 4 r 0
• 

2) Chap. 1, p. 24. 
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of the same history, we meet with two other countries whose rule is explicitly 
attributed to the Cao-wu family-that is, Po-han (t~ ff) and Ts'ao (ii). Let 
us now observe how they are described there, also taking into comparison what 
the T'ang-sit says about them. 

Po-han (fi ff). "Po-han, with its capital over 500 li west of the T'sung
ling, was the country of C'ii-sou (~ ~) in ancient times" says the Sui-su. 
aThe king is Cao--wu by family name, and A-li-e'i (IWJ~i~) by individual 
name. The city is 4 li square and has several thousands of trained soldiers. 
To the east it is 1,000 li to Su-lei (ii)lf lb), to the west, 500 li to Su-tui-sa-na 
(f¥. ft tJl :Jfil); and to the east, 5,500 li to Kua-uou.m) The T'ang-su represents 
the country as Ning-yiian (1ni), describing it as follows: ''Ning-yuan was 
originally called Pa-han-na (tJX ff =Jm), or Po-han (~ ff), having been known
in the Yuan-Wei period by the name of P'o-lo-na (:(!lh2f :Jfil). It is 8,000 li 
away from the Chinese metropolis. The country, with its capital Hsi-eien 
(r§ ~) City, lies to the north of the Cen-uu (Jl ~, Pearl) River. There are 
in it 6 larger and 100 smaller castles. The people, most of them, live long. 
The royal line has descended unbroken since the -Wei and Cin periods." 2

) 

The country was known· as P'o-lo-na in the Yiian-VVei period, and the 
Hsi-yii-cuan of t~e TVei-su has this passage on it: "(P'o )-lo-na is Ta-wan of 
the former period. The country, with its capital Kuei-san (:I: Ul) City, lies 
north-west of Su-lei, at a distance of 14,450 li from Tai.m) This indicates 
that the name P'o-lo-na dated from the Yuan-"\Vei period, to replace Ta-wan 
which had represented Ferghana in previous records. The Sui-su connects the 
country with (Yu-sou, the ancient name on record in the Yu-kung of the Su
cing, but this is easily disproved by mentioning the known fact that C'ii-sou 
was a barbaric tribe who inhabited the weFJtern section of Kan-sn Province in 
remote antiquity. 

Besides Pa-han-na, the T(ang-sn introduces elsewhere a country called Pu
han ({nH'.!j!), which is thus described: "Over 1,000 li south-east of Sih (:fi), 
there is what is called Pu-han. It is surrounded by mountains on all sides. 
The land is fertile and abounds in horses and sheep. To the west it is 1,000 
li to Tu-li-se.:.na (tf JU g W). On the east it borders on the Yeh-yeh (~ ~) 
Stream, which, issuing from the norther11. plateaus of the Pamirs, and being 
of turbid colour, flows north-westwards until it merges into the great desert. 
There one sees no water or vegetation, but high mountains at a distance, and 
there one can finds one's wa,y only by marking the dead bodies left lying. It 
is over 500 li to K'ang."4

) To account for the proper names in the above 
account, Tu-li-se-na was manifestly an abbreviation of Su-tu-li-se-na (* ~ lU 

1) Chap. 83, pp. 9 r0 -9 v0
• 

2) Chap. 221 b, p. 5 v0
• 

3) Chap. 102, p. 8 v 0
• 

4) Chap. 221 b, p. 3 v0
• 
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g ffl)) as in the Hsi-yii-ci, which, corresponding ·with Osriisna of the Arabs, 
meant U ra-tiipa to-day. Then the Yeh-yeh Stream, very probably identical 
with Yeh (~) River mentioned in the I-lsi-yii-ci, may be identified with the 
Sir Darya. ·we assume the river was called Sas or Oas after the country 
for which it formed a boui1dary, and that the character Yeh (~), with its 
old sound sap, was intended to represent the name. Thus interpreted, the 
description of the. country answers to Ferghana, and seeing the phonetic re
semblance of Pu-han with Po-han and Pa-han-na, we may be safe to regard 
them as identical in being transcriptions of Ferghana. And though the T'ang-su 
distinguishes Pu-han from Pa-han-na, etc., we may adjudge it a failure of 
identification on the part of the historian. 

In the V{ ei and Cin periods this country was still known under the old 
name Ta-wan. For the lVei-cih quotes the T¥ei-liaQ as saying: "Further west 
are Ta-wan, An-hsi, T'iao-cih, and -Y'v u-i or P'ai-cih-these four countries lying 
in succession one west of another. Each occupies its original territory, without 
any gain or loss ;m) while the Hsi-jung-ifaan (R9 3:t ~) of the Cin-su fornishes 
an account of Ta-wan, crediting it with the production of blood-sweating 
horses.2

) It was in the Yiian-\Yei period that the name Po-lo-na was first 
introduced, the TVei-su recording the country of that name as paying tribute 
to the court. Now the ,T'ang-~u says that the royal line of the country had 
descended uninterrupted from the \Vei and Cin periods, and this must needs 
imply that the same family ruled there in the days of Ta-wan, as well. The 
Sui-su on the other hand tells us that the family was of Cao-wu, which the 
history holds as descendant of the K'ang-k:ii and the Ta-yiieh-sih races. This 
is very improbable, however, when we remember that Ta-wan was always 
distinguished from K'ang-kii and from Ta-yiieh-sih. We may therefore justly 
disbelieve the Sui-su connection of the country of Po-han with the Cao-wu 
family, and this view is furthered by the consideration that the T'ang-su 
does not include the country in the group of Nine Houses belonging to the 
family. 

It may be noted that there is on record a mountain range represented as 
P'an-ho-na (fl ~ W), which is very suggestive of Ferghana. Read this pas
.sage from the Hsi-yii-cuan of the T,Vei-sit: "The country of the Ce-oih-pa 
(~ ~ tx), with its capital C~-cih-pa City, lies west of Su-lei, at a distance of 
11,620 li from Tai. On the east of the country are the P'an-ho-na Mountains, 
which produce fine iron and lions."3

) "\Ve may identify the country with 
Taskend, interpreting Ce-cih-pa as a transcription of Cac-balik. MARQUART 

suggested to read it as Cac-bwr, which meant "the shore of the Cao," or the 

1) Chap. 30, p. 20 r0
• 

2) Chap. 97, p. 9 v0
• 

3) Chap. 102, p. 8 r0
• 
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Sir Darya,1) but it must be noticed that Taskend could hardly be said to have 
fronted on £he river. I think there is more reason to suppo·se it was called 
Cac-balik, balik meaning '' city" in Turkish speech, seeing that it was governed 
by the Turks in the corresponding period. However this may be, it is beyond 
question that the country was Taskend itself, and if so, the mountains P'an
ho-na, bounding it on the east, must have been so called after P'a-han-na or 
Ferghana, which was just beyond the range. On PToLEMAEus's map we see set 
down in a similar position the name of a mountain-range r-a-rroupa, and that of 
the inhabitants thereof rnn:oupae. TOMASOHEK explained that thrnse names, re
presenting a range running from Marama Tau to Catqul Tau to the south 
of Taskend, were Iranian words with the original sense of "ax.m) Now the 
Persian word for ax is tawar, and perhaps we may be allowed to seek here 
the origin of the old Chinese appellation of Ferghana,-Ta-wan. 

Ts'ao (ffl ii). The Sui-su says: "The country of Ts'ao, lying north of 
the Ts'ung-ling (~ it), is Ci-pin (In 31() of the Han times. The king, Cao-wu 
by family name and Sun-ta (1111 ~) by individual name, is a kinsman of the 
king of K'ang. The capital is 4 li square, and has more than 10,000 trained 
soldiers .... To the north, it is 700 li to Fan-yen (q!FL ~); to the north-east, 600 
li to Cieh (~U); and to the north-east, 6,600 li to Kua-uou.m) The T'ang-su 
represents this country as Ci-pin, describing it thus: "Ci-pin, that is Ts'ao 
of the Sui times, lies south of the Ts'ung-ling. It is more than 12,000 li from 
the Chinese metropolis, and 3,000 li from Se-w~i (% ffi), which is to its south. 
The king, residing at Hsiu-hsien ({~ft) City, is always subservient to the 
Ta-yiieh-sih .... As the tradition of the people of that country goes, the royal 
family was founded by Hsing-nieh (~ ~) and is in the 12th generation at the 
time of Ho-uieh-cih (~ ~ :X). In the 3rd year of Hsien-c'ing, China estab
lished the country as the Seat of the Governor-General of Hsiu-hsien, and 
at the beginning of the Sen-lung (,ii$ 1;) era, nominated its king as Marshal 
in Command of Eleven Provinces of Hsiu-hsien etc. and Governor-General of 
Hsiu-hsien. In the 7th year of K'ai-yuan (~ 5Ii) the country sent mi embassy 
with gifts of astronomical charts records and mysterious medicines of hidden 
pharmacy. The Emperor therefore conferred on the king the title of J-{o-lo
ta-ta-cih Tele-sa (lt, ~ ~ ~ 1z !r,r- fJJ ill). Later on W u-san Tele-sa (,\¥,} f{ ~ 
1ifJ ii), becoming old, petitioned for his son Fu-lin-ci-p'o (33~ ~in~) to be ac
knowledged as his successor, which was granted. In the 4th year of T'ien-pao 
(;R. JO, China nominated his son ( or the latter's son) P'o-fu-cun (t'J in~) as 
successor to the reign over Ci-pin and "\Vu-c'ang (,ij 1t). At the commence-

1) MARQUART und DE GROOT, Das Reich Zabul und der Gott Zun vom 6.-9. Jahrhundert, 
p. 252. 

2) Kritik der altesten Nachricbten der Skytischen Norden, II, p. 51. 
3) Chap. 831 p. 12 r0

• 
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ment of the C'ien-yuan (~ ][i) era, the country sent an envoy with tribute."1) 
From the above it is clear that the coui1try of Ts'ao was identical with 

(".i-pin of the Han period. It is noticeable that the Siii-sii locates it to the 
south of the Ts'ung-ling Mountains, whereas the T'ang-su says north of them, 
and assuming that the Ts'ung-ling in this case referred to the Hindu Kush 
rather than the Pamirs, we must decide the latter history was correct. For 
if the country had been north of the range, as asserted by the Sui-sii, it could 
not possibly have been true at the same time that Fan-yen was 700 li north 
of it. 

The T'ang-su name Ka-pin was demonstrated by LEVI to have meant 
Kapi9a, on these grounds: that the Fan-yu-tsa-m.ing (:Jf~ iif ~ 45) interpreted 
Ka-pin as Cieli-pi-se ($1 J:t %), viz. Capi9a; that Oi-pin mentioned in Wu-k'ung's 
(~ 1~) Travels as the summer abode of the king of Kapi9a must have been 
identical with Cia-pi-sih (jQil ~ ~), which Hsiian-cuang showed to be such in 
his book of travel, in view of the fact that both travellers agree in placing 
the winter residence of the king at Gandhara; and lastly that the testimony 
from the T'u-cueh-cuan (~ Ix 11§.) of the T'ang-su that the tribal chief T'ung 
Yeh-hu's (&ft~ Bi) dominion extended to Ci-pin helped to identify this district 
with Cia-pi-sih, to which the Tz'u-en-ssu-ciwn (~ ,f&l, ~ fi) says the same Kaghan 
ordered an escort to accompany Hsiian-cuang when the Chinese pilgrim departed 
from him.2

) 

Thus the identity of Ci-pin as in the Sui and T'ang periods with 
Capiga has been well established. It would be a mistake, however, to suppose 

, that the Chinese always meant Kapi<;a by the transcription Ci-pin. In the 
Hsi-yii-ci, for instance, we see Hsuan-cuang commenting on the name Cia-si-
1mi-lo (~ i~ iJRy ~' Kasmir) as follows : "It was formerly Ci-pin, which name 
is now corrupted/'3

) and here evidently Ci-pin. is connected with Kasmir, not 
with Kapi9a. "Ci-pin" was first mentioned in the Hsi-yu-ciian of the l[qn-su, 
but as its description was too vague, the later scholars had great difficulty in 
finding its whereabouts. So far as I have been enabled to generalize, it was 
assigned to Gandhara from the Han to the Cin period; to Kasmir in the 
Northern and Southern dynasties' period; and in the T'ang period, it seems 
some connected it with Kapi9a and others with Kasmir. In the same passage 
on Ci-pin as above quoted from the Hsi-yii-cuan of the T'ang-su, we read: 
''The king, residing at Hsiu-hsien City, is always subservient to the Ta-yiieh-sih. 
The climate is hot and dampish, the people ride elephants .. They follow Bud-. 
dhism.m) Knowing this was a mere modification of the Han-su statement 
about Ci-pin, we cannot expect that this description of the climate and popular 

1) Chap. 221 a, p. 20 v0
• 

2) CHA v .ANNEs, Documents sur les Tures Occidentaux, p. 52, Note 1. 
3) Chap. 3, p. 23. 
4) Chap 221 a, p. 20 r 0

• 
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customs should answer to Kapi9a, but to Gandhara. It may be now asked 
how Ci-pin ever came to be identified with Kapi9a. Most presumably it was 
because the sound of Ci-pin (Ka-pin) recalled Kapi9a, besides the reason that 
the Flan-su description of l:i-pin seemed at first sight to apply to Kapi9a. 
All these things have been fully discussed in my separate study on Oi-pin. 

There is no doubt the Sui-sii and the T'ang-'§,u meant Kapi9a by their 
Ci-pin, but what was the origin of the Sui-su name of the country, Ts'ao? 
This question has been well answered by MARQUART, when he explained that 
Ts'ao (11¥) was an abbreviation of Ts'ao-cii-t'o (NB~:§ flt) or Ts'cw-li (ffl ;fU) as 
in the Hsi-yu-ci, which must have been transcribed from Zabul, Zawal or Zaul. 
The country of this name had its capital at Gazna in Afghanistan, but as its 
territory extended from Gandhara to Kapi9a, its name may have applied to 
Kapi9a in the Sui and T'ang periods, just as its other transcription Yeh-po-lo 
(~ 1lJl f.i_) did to Gandhara in the Northern and Southern dynasties period.2

) 

The Sui-su asserts that the king of Ts'ao was of the Cao-wn family. 
If we consider Zabul proper, it is not easy to imagine that the ruler at Gazna 
belonged to that family. Neither is it any more probable that Kapi9a had a 
Cao-wu master of its own. The T'ang-'t,'U names the founder of the ruling 
house of the country as Hsing-nieh, and although MARQUART's proposal to 
identify this person with Kunggas, son of the Ta-yiieh-sih king Kidara (!gf ~ 
~),

3
) may be open to discussion, it appears still believable that the royal 

family of Kapi9a was more or less related with the Ta-yiieh-.~ih race. Thus 
we are led to regard the Sui-su identification of Ts'ao with the Cao-wu family 
as highly suspicious, and this view is promoted by noticing the absence of the 
country from the T'ang-su group of Nine Cao-wu Rouses. 

If we forbear from accepting Po-han and Ts'ao as real Cao-wu states in 
the Sui period, then there remain as such these seven:-K'ang, Mi, Ho, An, 
Sih (#!), Mu, and Wu-na-ho. Now compare them with what the T.'ang-&'U 
enumerates as the Nine.Houses belonging to the Cao-wu family,-that is, K'ang, 
An, Ts'ao ('ff), Sih (E), Mi, Ho, Huo-hsin, Mou-ti, and Sih (Ji!). In the 
latter list we see no more Mu or '\Vu-na-ho, but there are newly introduced 
Ts'ao, Sih (E), Huo-hsin and Mou-ti. Of Ts'ao, we have above observed the 
Tang-su description, and now we must examine what account~ the history 
affords about the other three. 

Sib (E II). The T'ang-sii records the country as follows: "Sih (E), 
also called Sih-cih (Ri 5l) or Sih-se (iii }JT) or Ce-sih (ff Pij=), is on the northern 
out-skirts of what was Ta-wan in the Han period. It is 9,000 li ,away from 
the Chinese metropolis, T'u-ciieh being to its north, and Po-la (~ fili) to its 

1) Eransahr, p. 285. 
2) Eransahr. pp. 284-285. 
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north-west. It is about 200 li south to Cii-can-t'i (,fJJ. it 1'fi) and 500 li south
west to K'ang. It has a circumference of over 1,000 li, and is bordered on the 
right (west) by the Su-yeh (~ ~) River. 'the king, being of the Sih (b) 
family, resides at Sih-se (i5It }fr) City, which is the former site of. Yii-ni (i»& m:) 
City of a petty king of K(ang-kii. On the soutl~-west flows the Yao-sa (~ 1&'.) 
Stream, which is known in the Middle Kingdom as Cen-cu (~ ~' Pearl) 
River, or Cih (Ji) river.-In the 3rd year of the E[sien-i'/i11,g era, K'an-cieh 
(11® ~) City was declared the seat of the Governor-General of Ta-wan (-:k.. ~ 
:a~ i~ Jff),"1) 

This country of Sih has been identified with the present Taskend. The 
;above description of it, showing its king to be of the Sih family, is a clear 
,contradiction to the representation of the country in the same history as a 
Cao-wu state. Apparently this account was derived from this passage of the .. 
Hsi-yii-cuan of the Sui-su: "Sih is situated on the Yao-sa Stream, its capital 
being more than 10 li square. The king is Sih ('fi) by family name and 
Nieh '(r~) by individual name."2

) It is improbable, at any rate, that a country 
ruled by such a king should have been a Cao-wu state at the same time. 
Still another point which bespeaks the inaccuracy of the T(ang knowledge 
of the country is the assignment to it of the city of an old K(ang-kii petty 
king. The historical location of the country on the northern skirts of Ta-wan 
and the establishment therein of the Seat of the Governor-General of K'ang
kii show how it was supposed to form part of Ta-wan, and then it ought not 
to have been connected with old K'ang-kii, since Ta-wan was clearly distin
guished from K' ang-kii in the Han period. Recognizing the country, as we 
do, as Taskend itself, we can readily believe it was part of the K(ang-kii ter
ritory, for the race occupied in the Han times an extensive area even includ
ing half of the Kirghiz steppe north of Xodjend, but then it is still to be 
questioned what authority the historian had for placing in the country of Sih 
the site of that particular old K'ang-kii capital. 

Such was indeed the nature of the T(ang-su knowledge about Sih, and 
we may reasonably decline to accept the enumeration of the country among 
the Nine Cao-wu, Houses, which is not justified by any other evidence. 

The Chinese cognizance of this country did not date from the Sui period 
only. For the Hsi-yii-cuan of the Wei-sii says: ((The country of Ce-se (~ %), 
a former territory of K(ang-kii, lies north-west of P(o-lo-na, at a distance of 
15,400 li from Tai. In the 3rd year of Ta-yen (-:k.. ki!;), it sent an embassy to 
pay tribute to the court;"3) and this Ce-se being, no less than Sih-cih, Sih-se, 
and Ce-sih, as above observed, an equivalent of the Arabic name Sas and 
Cac, meant what is Taskencl nowadays. 

1) Chap. 221 b, pp. 2 v0 -3 r0
• 

2) Chap. 83, p. 7 r0
• 

3) Chap. 102, pp. 10 v0 -11 r0
• 
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'rhe Sn-yeh River which the T'anr;-'{ni mentions as bounding the country 
on the right side must have meant the Sir Darya. As we have seen, the 
Sir fa often represented as the Yeh-yeh ( ~ ~) or Yeh (ii), no doubt a trans
cription from another name of the river, and that name was probably Sas, 
which must have applied to it on account of its forming the southern frontier 
of the country. Su-yeh (* ~) here, therefore, may be assumed to be au 
erratum for Yeh-yeh (i'l ~). The former spelling, Su-yeh, occurring in the 
Hsi-yu-ci, was aJ)parently intended not for the Sir, but for the Sttjab, now 
the Cu river. 

The T'ang-sii name of the country Sih ("f:i) was in all probability an 
abridged transcription of Sas, though it is not impossible that it came from 
the fami1y name of the king, reproduced as Sih (1:i). Taking a hint from the 
Turkish word for "stone," ta'§, one might suppose that Taskend was a com
bination of it with the Iranian kencl, castle, thus suggesting identity of meaning 
between the original name and the Chinese character representing it, Sih (E, 
stone). But what seems more certain is that Tas of Taskend was no more than a 
transformation of Sas, having nothing to do with the Turkish word. MARQUART 
partly recognized this proposition, but at the same time retained the hypothesis 
that ths Turks read into the name their own meaning of stone, for he thought 
that Sir of Sir-Darya had the original sense of stone, as weU as the Saka word 
sil and the Sansorit sila. 1

) I am not inclined, however, to regard as he does, 
the Chinese name of the country Sih as a translation, instead of a translitera
tion. The Chinese very rarely, if ever, rnprodued foreign names by translation. 
Besides, after seeing that all the countries we have been above examining 
were recorded by transcribed names, it is more reasonable to assume that it 
was the same in the present case. Neither do we see any reason to attribute 
the sense of "stone·'' to Sfr. The various transcriptions of the name of the 
river,· Yao-sha (~ ~), Cen-cu (~ ~), and Cih (jf), must have respectively 
corresponded to Jaxartes, Jangcu aµd Sil. The first has been ascertained by 
MARQUART and other investigators to be an Iranian term, and it is apparent 
the second was a T'u-ciieh name. As for the third, Sil, :MARQUART connected 
it, as we have seen with the Saka word sil, stone, but we must remember 
this identity was merely suggested by his own presumption of the Chinese name 
of the country being a translation and signifying stone. I should rather refer 
for the interpretation of those old appellations of the river, Sil and Silis to 
the Cagatai word silig, and the T'u-ciieh and Uigur silik, which mean 
"clear."2

> 

Huo-hsin (1<. ;ey. Ii!). The T'ang-tu thus describes the country: "Huo
hsin, also called Huo-li-hsi-mi (~ lU ~ 5ffl) or Kuo-Ii (~ lU), is situated north 

1) Das Reich Zabul und der Gott Zun vom 6.-9. Jahrhundert. Festschrift EDUARD SACHAU 
zum Siebzigsten Geburtstage, p. 252. 

2) RADLOFF, Versuch eines Worterbuches der Tiirkdialekte, 712. 
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of the Wu-hu Stream. To the south-east, it is 600 li to Su-ti (ft .ttl!). On 
the south-west it is conterminous with Po-ssii. To the north-west is the Ho-.sa 
tribe of T'u-ciieh (~Ix~~). It is the former site of Ao-cien City of a petty 
king of K'ang-kii.'' 1

) 

The name Huo-li-hsi-mi, identical with Huo-li-hsi-mi-eia (~ ;f:U ~ ~ffi ;ill!!) 
in the I-Isi-yii-ci, corresponding to the Sanscrit name Horismika, Kharizmik 
in the medieval Iranian, and Xorasm in Armenian speech, as well as their 
abbreviations Huo-hsin and Kuo-li, meant what is Khiva to-day. The Greeks 
called this district Xorasmia, always in distinction from Bactria and Sogdiana, 
etc.; while the Han history introduced it under the name of Huan-c'ien (01 
ffl) as lying, alike with Ta-i (-X iiil:), to the west of Ta-wan, and thus fairly 
marking it off from Ta-hsia, Ta-wan, Ta-yiieh-sih, K'ang-kii, and Soghd. In 
view of this, it becomes very improbable that it should have been the seat of 
a K'ang-kii petty king, and for the same reason we o~jeot to believe the 
T'ang-su, when the history counts it among the Nine Cao-wu Houses in Sog
cliana, after we have seen, too, that the Siii-su, connects it in no way with 
the family. 

The Chinese cognizance of thjs country in the time of the N ortheru and 
Southern dynasties as well is apparent from the following passage in the 
I-Isi-yii-cu,an of the TVei-8it: "Hu-•,§ih-mi (11¥ {f). W) with its capital Hu-sih-mi 
City, lies west of A-fo-tai-han (lfrlJ 9iJ ::f.c rr), at a distance of 24,000 li from 
Tai. The land is level and yields silver and amber. There are lions there 
and five fruits in abundance.":!) Not Qnly does the name connect the country 
with Huo-hsin, but its situation as described points to the latter place. For 
although it is hard to identify the district of A-fu-tai-han mentioned in con
nection, we ca~1 at least gather that it ·was west of Boxara, from this state
ment in the same book: "A-fu-tai-han, with its capital A-fu-tai-han Cit.y, lies 
west of Niu-mi, at a distance of 23,720 li from Tai;"3

) and comparing the two 
extracts above we can judge Hu-shih-mi itself was situated west of Boxara. 

Mou-ti (rlt ±-ill fi). We have already seen that this name, with its cor
ruptions Su-ti (ft ifil) and Fa-ti ( 1:lt ±if!), meant the same country as Mou-cih -
(.$ 9!1) in the TVei-su and Mu (rj) in the Sui-~u. Now the Sui-~u shows lVIu 
as belonging to the Cao-wu family, and this might S8em to justify the T'ang-sit 
enumeration of it among the Nine Houses. But when we remember the fact 
that the Sui and T'~ng historians seem to have thought of Mou-cih, J\.fou-ti, 
and lVIu as so many different countries, our conclusion must be otherwise. 
The T'ang-su does not present Mu as a Cao-wu state, very likely because the 
historian did not hear of it as such; and when he included Mou-ti, which 

1) Hsi-yii-cuan, Chap. 221 b, p. 3 v 0
• 

2) Chap. 102, p. 10 v0
• 

3) Chap. 102, p. 10 v0
• 
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was supposed by him to be another country from Mu, in the (;ao-wu group7 

we cannot imagine he had any acceptable authority for it. Out of the Nine 
Houses enumerated by the T'ang-sii, then, these three-Sih (ii), Huo-hsin, and 
Mou-ti, must be rE:jected as spurious. 

To make a resume of what we have just observed about the Chinese re
cord of the Cao-wu states, it is, firstly, that the Sui-'{rn passage on K'ang 
irientions eight countries as satellite to it, implying by the context that all of 
them shared with K'ang itself the ruling family name of Cao-wu; secondly, 
that the same history separately describes nine states, including K'ang, as ruled 
respectively by Cao-wu kings, but nevertheless that two of the latter nine, 
being names unmentioned among the former set in the account con1cerning 
K'ang, appear on closer examination most unlikely to have been real (Jao-wu 
states; and thirdly, that the K'ang account in the T'ang-"§u gives eight states 
as being subsidiary to K'ang, and as constituting with the sovereign country 

1 
itself what was generally known as the Nine Houses of the Cao-wu family_, 
but that there being only six of them which agree with the Siii-'fa list given 
in its K'ang passage, a study of the several descriptions of the three other 
countries in the same history discloses the fact that they are by no means 
provable as having been really ~ttached to the family. · 

The explanation of this phenomenon, it seems to me, is the hypothesis 
that the Cao-wu states in Sogdiana at first counted nine, which number be
came so fixed with Chinese chroniclers that even at later periods when the 
number diminished and in consequence the historiographers heard of fewer 
countries as being under the family rule, they sought to satisfy the traditional 
number by guessing certain non..;Cao-wu states into the group. "\Ve may 
assume the original nine were those recorded in the Sui-'f3ii account of K'ang, 
that is-K'ang, Mi, S.ih (lit!.), Ts'ao (~), Ho, An, Mu, Wu-na-ho, and Na
se-po. Perhaps they were not only famed in the western region as the Nine 
Cao-wu states during the period corresponding to that of the Northern and 
Southern dynasti~s, but the name reached the contemporary Middle Kingdom. 
In the Sui period, however, we have reason t8 believe that Ts'ao and N a-se-po 
had ceased to be regular states, for the Sui-sii description of the former shovi'.s 
it to have been without a king of its own, it being then a mere princely 
'adjunct of K'ang, while the latter is alloted no separate account whatever in 
spite of its being mentioned in the K'ang passage. So the historian made good 
the supposed deficiency in his own way by representing Po-han and Ts'ao (ffi') 
as being under Cao-wu kings. To come down to the T'ang period; the dynastic 
history makes no m~ntion of Mu or W u-na-ho, apparently because they had 
been by that time annexed by An, and though it gives a description of Na
se-po, it is only as a dependency of Sih (J:I!.), and if Ts'ao (ff) was now sup
posed to count as a full member of the group, the historian must have found 
three names still wanting, and this is why we see Sih (ft), Huo-hsin, and 
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Mou-ti brought into the traditional group in the K'ang passage of the T'ang

S'U. 
The first two of these we have detected to be non-Cao-wu, and as for the 

last-named there is reason to believe that the historian was not aware of its 
identity with JJ£u as it was known by in the Northern ·and Southern dynas
ties. If I am not far away from the right track in drawing this inference, 
then it may be safely assumed that in the T'ang period, the Cao-wu states in 
Sogdiana numbered no longer nine, but six in reality. 

"\Ve may now return to the T'u-chiieh monument phrase" alty Ciib Sogdyq.'' 
The date of the inscription corresponds to the K'ai-yuan · era of the T'ang 
dynasty (713-741 A.D.), and there is every probability that the "six Cub" 
meant these six Cao-wu states we have recognized as existent in the period,
-K'ang, Mi, Ts'ao (ff), An, Ho, and Sih (~). This puts us in mind of 
another contemporary list of six countries observed in the same quarter. The 
Hsiu-lo priest Hui-c'ao C• m), who travelled through the region on his way home 
from India thus writes in his. Wang-wu-t'ien-cu-cuan (tt :Ii ::R. ~ ,fi): '' From 
Ta-sih (X 7!:) eastwards, they are all Hu (iiJ.J) countries, 1iamely-An, Ts' ao, 
Sih (~), Sih-lo (fi .~J), Mi, and K'ang. Although each has its own king, 
they all belong to the jurisdiction of Ta-sih. Each forms a small country, 
with only a few soldiers and horses, yet they can defend themselves with effect. 
Their language is different from that of other countries. Furthermore these 
six countries all adhere to fireworship, without the least knowledge of Bud
dhism. Only K'ang has one Buddhist temple with one priest, but then nothing 
is known of piety .m) Now the conspicuous fact is that these six countriei3 are 
identical with the above list with the single exception of the new name Sih-lo, 
which stand instead of Ho. This country of Sih-lo has yet to be identified 

' but apart from that question, we have reason to assume that these six coun-
tries were just what was meant by the Six Cub in the T'u-ciieh im,cription. 
For, unknown as the exact date of the Hsiu-lo traveller's journey is., his return 
to the seat of the Governor-Generaf of An-hsi (:tc ffi :fff5 ~ Jff) is shown by Prof. 
JuNJIRO TAKAKUSU (~ ti¥i JI~ :/x .fl~) t? have been in the 15th year of J{'ai-yuan 
(727 A.D.);2

) while on the other hand the event of Kiil Tegin's ii %ifJ raid 
upon Soghd recorded in the monument has been ascertained by MARQUART 
to have occurred in 701 A.D., corresponding to the 1st year of the Gang-an era 
under the T'ang Empress Tse-t'ien Wu-hou (JlO 1( icFA),3

) and the brief interval 
between the two dates allows us to suppose that the situation in Sogdiana did 
not undergo any considerable change during the period. Now what was the 
country of Sih-lo, is a question which must be carefully answered. Perhaps 

1) Hui-c'ao's Wan.9-w1i-t'ien-'6u-cuan (}ien-liih fl; ~ 1:E 3i :R. ~ 11 ~ ~' p. 43. 
2) Hui-cao-cuan-k'ao 11 ~ 11 ~, (ed. of the Dainihon Bukkyo Zensho), p. 1. 

3) Die Chronol., p. 15. 
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the first idea which suggests itself in the interpretation of the name will be that it meant the same thing as Sih (:fr), This identification was actually proposed by our 1fojita1
) as well as by the Chinese scholar Lo Cen-yii (~ ffi :E), but the sameness of the first character of the one name as the other name itself, which was pointed out is not sufficient evidence. I should think their argument is untenable before the recognition of Sih (E) as a transcription of Cac or Sas. After our above observations regarding the six Cao-wu states in Sogdiana, what seems to me a more reasonable treatment of the question is to seek identity between Sih-lo and Ho. True the form of Sih-lo has no shadow of resemblance to that of Ho or its original, Gao or Gava, neither to the alternative name IuLfani nor its Chinese transcription Kuei-,foang-ni (I: 11 M); yet it is worth while to consider whether Sih-lo and Ho are not related in some other direction. 

There is an Arabic account of Qutaiba's conquest of Central Asia which is very remarkable for the statement it contains that Baikand, Boxara, Kess, Soghd, and Sas were subject to Chinese and T'ii-ciieh influenoes.2
) It is strange to see Soghd put on a par with the other countries which we know were mere parts of Soghd itself, and we could account for it only by supposing that there was in Soghd some individual state which assumed the general name of Soghd, perhaps because it was particularly powerful and therefore representative of the region. If it was not K'ang or Samarkand, such country could not have been any other than KusanI. According to Istachri, it was the most advanced city in Soghd and formed the centre for the whole district. Ibn Hauqal tells us that in all Soghd it was the most refined, most populous, and best fortified city; those other authorities Mukadassi, Istachri, ancl Byruni being unanimous in granting it the first place among all the towns there.3

) Thus, if any component of Sogdiana deserved the larger name, it was Kusani it'3elf, and this helps us to assume that the name Soghd meant Kusani or Gao during some period. 
There seems to be reason, on the other hand, to connect the name Sih-lo with Soghd, through the• medium of Su-li, which was a variant of the latter name. Chinese literature provides a number of instances of the representation of Soghd by the name Su-li, as :-Su-li (* ~U) in the Hsi-yii-ci, Su-li (ilc 11_1) in the Fan-yii-tsa-min,q, Hsiu-li (~ 1-U) in the Cih-to-lun (® f50t), Su-li (~ fU) in the Nan-hai-ci-lciiei-cuan (Wi fM; ~ fir;~), etc. The etymological explanation of this is that Sugdak corrupted into Sudak or S1Lda, and this again into Sulak, Sumk, or Su-li. In this matter ·we may draw analogy from the case of Sugdak as the name of an old market town in the Crimean peninsula, which is known to have changed by steps to Sudak, Soldaict, and Solak. The history of language has examples of the commutation between the l sound and the d, 

1) Hui-cao's Wan.9-wu-t'·ien-cu-Z,oon bi:en-sih (~Utt Ii. ;R. ~ff.~ 1-l,) p. 43, 2) Tol\fASCHEK, Centralasiatische Stud., I, p. 143. 
3) Dit., p. 162; ~IARQUART, Die Chronol., pp. 59-60. 
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and this phenomenon is particularly noticeable in Central Asia, one illustration 
being the word balax (ruby), which originated from the name of the ruby
producing place, Badafsan. - Therefore, Sugdak, in the sense of Soghd, may 
have passed in a similar way to Sulak, and then to Sulct or Suli, and in all 
probabilty' this last form was the original for the transcription Sih-lo (E ~). 
Sih-lo, then, is to be interpreted as meaning Soghd, in the sense narrowed to 
the country of KusanT, and accordingly identified with Ho, in the dynastic 
histories. 

Further to assert that the six Hu countries mentioned by the priest 
traveller did not include any north of the Jaxartes will serve to confirm the 
above decision. The explorer writes in the same book of travel: "Eastwards 
from K(ang, it is the country of Pa-ho-to (Ferghana) (fj ~ J!IB). There are 
two kings here again. The great river Fu-yu (}-f :Z.) flows west through the 
middle of the country. South of the river is ruled by a king who is sub-

. ordinate to Ta-sih, and north of the river by a king suqject to the T'u-ciieh 
jurisdiction.m) There is no doubt Pa-ho-to meant Fetghana, and as for the 
river Fu-yu, it has been pointed out by Lo CEN-YU that the name was a corrupt 
spelling of Fu-c'a (il.i 3Z), and although this name was proper to the Amu 
Darya, yet geographical consideration makes it 1iecessary to assume that the 
author misapplied it to the Sir Darya. Now notice how he ascribes the ter
ritory north of the Jaxartes to the T'u-ciieh dominton and south of the river 
to Arabian suzerainty, and when the same observer describes, as we have seen 
before, those six Hu states as all belonging to the jurisdiction of Ta-sih or 
Arabia, it must seem certain that all the countries were situated to the south 
of the river. It follows that Sih-lo, one of the group of six, could not have 
been identical with Sih, which, being Taskend itself, ~as clear away to the 
other side of the stream. 

"\Ve may now take it as fairly established that Sogdiana comprised six 
states under the Cao-wu family or "alty Cub" as the T'u-ciieh inscription 
has it, during the period at least from the T'u-ciieh raid there to the priest 
traveller's passage through the region, 701-727 A.D. As regards earlier ages, 
we know there were once nine such, giving origin to the traditional term Nine 
Houses. By what transition th~ number so diminished can not be known with 
any exactitude. We have, however, ascertained that in the Sui period there 
were only seven to be recognized as really belonging to the Cao-wu family 
rule, and this is the first case in which we perceive any variation in the num
ber. In the T'ang period our aclmowledgment of the Cao-wu states is con
fined to six, and it is evident that this further reduction had been completed 
before the T'u-ciieh expedition in 701 A.D. The phrase "Soghd of alty Cub" 
by which the raiders record their field of exploitation suggests how "six Cao-

1) Hui-6ao's Wang-wu-t'ien-cu-cuan Oien-~-ih, p. 48. 
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wu" was then a famous term that represented Sogdiana. And this leads us 
to ask whether, in the former times when there were nine Cao-wu states instead 
of six, "nine Cao-wu" was not the corresponding western term? By analogy 
with "alty Cub," this will shape itself into something like "toquz Cub" in 
Turkish speech. 

I think we can detect a trace of this tei·m in the T'ung-tien, where it 
gives as another name for Su-te or Sukdok the form Te-cii-meng (~ 1Tfl ~). 
HIRTH interpreted it as a transcription from Turlcoman,1) but this presupposed 
his own identification Su-te with the Crimean Sugdak, which enabled him to 
relate the alternative name to the Huns. To my mind, Te-cii-meng (Tek
kii-meng) must have reference to Su-te which occurs in the TVei-su alone, and 
which therefore means Sogdiana as it was in the Northern and Southern 
dynastic period, that is, Sogdiana with nine Cao-wu kings. I am inclined to 

· recognize in the first two characters in the name, Te-cii ( Telc-T~u) ( W ;J;{fl) the 
transcription of the Turkish word for nine, toquz. As for the other member 
of the name mhig (~)~ I think it is comparable with 1nanap in the Kasak 
Kirghiz dialect, and with 11ianab in the Cagatai speech, both of which mean 
prince or nobleman, and which are also applied to a celebrated ancestor of the 
race, sometimes amounting to as much as the Arabic title "Sultan."2

) The 
whole form, Te-cii-meng, then, will read "Toquz manab," whose meaning is 
"nine princes." 

It is now time to turn back to resume the question of what was meant 
by Wen-na-sa (tli!Ut\5 :i?:P), which the Wei-su presented as another. name for Su-te 
or Soghd. We learn on the other hand from the Sui-sn that the family name 
of the king of K'ang was ,ven (~), and putting aside for the moment the 
question of how this name is reconcilable with the more conspicuous family 
name of Cao-wu, we may take it for granted that the first member of vVen
na-sa, was this very TVen. Then the last member sa (~) reminds us of the 
Iranian word for king, Sah. The inscriptions on certain coins of the Ta-yiieh-sih 
and the Ephthalite peoples bear witness to the fact that some Turkish con
querors of Iran sometimes assumed that Iranian title of sovereignty. 'Ne know 
also from Chinese records that certain of the Turkish rulers of Tur kestan and 
Afghanistan during the period from the Northern and Southern to the T'ang 
dynasty called themselves by that title. For instance, the king of An is re
presented as Cao-wu-sa {f!B iEt: ~) in the Hsi-yu-cuan of the T(an_q-su? and in 
all probability Sa was transcribed from Sah. Possibly this king may have 
been the same person as Saba S~h, the powerful Turkish chieftain who waged 

1) Uber Wolga-Hunnen und Hiung-nu, p. 263. 
2) VAJ\rn£RY, Etymologiscbes Worterbuch, No. 233; Sejx Sulejman Efendi, Cagatai-Osma

nisches Worterbuch, p.143; RunoGOFF, Srabnitjesnij SlobarTurecko-TafarskixNarjecij, II, p. 200; 
RADLOFF, Versuch eines Worterbuches der Tiirk-Dialecte, 1, 2017. 

3) Chap. 221 b, p. 2 r 0
• 
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war with the army of the Persian king Sapur, and whom CHAVANNES thought 
recognizable as a ruler of Boxara. In the T'ang-su, account of Ci-pin (lu ~), 
again, the name of its king occurs as Wu-san Te-le sa (.Wb f& % 1@J ii), and granted 
the character 1@J le was a corruption of i}J cin, the last three syllables seem 
to agree with T~gin Sah. To show by example how the same title was capable 
of the transcriptimi by the character sa (t:!r), we may quote from the TVen
hsien-t'ung-k'ao (j( ~ ~ ~) this passage: "The country of Fu-lin leads south
wards to (the territory of) Mieh-li-sa (wt fJ tJ,)."1) Beyond question the last 
term meant Melik Sah, the chief of the Selc1juk Turks. All these observations 
assist us to recognize in the final member of TVen-na-sa the Iranian royal 
title Bah. 

There remains to be examined the middle term na, and our attention is 
naturally call~d to the Iranian numeral expressing nine. The variants of the 
numeral within the Iranian family of languages are ascertained to be as fol
lows: nao in ,vaxan and Signan, nao in Sanglics and Mingian, naii in Yagnob, 
new· in Sari-kol, nava in Bactrian, nuh in Persian, noh in Afghan, and nou 
in Osset. 2) ,v e may assume the na of TVen-na-fo was a m6difica tion of one 
or another of these variations, at all events a transcription from the Soghd 
equivalent of ''nine." This makes us interpret the whole term Wen-na-sa as 
"nine kings of the \Ven family," and this we find partly to correspond to the 
Turkish name of the region, Te-eii-meng,-"Nine princes." 

Since the Sui-sii account of K'ang shows the fair).ily name of its king to 
have been ·wen, and since at the same time it is obvious from the context, 
as also from the T'ang-lhi description of the country, that the family 
name Cao-wu was shared all round by the Soghd group of states including 
IC'ang, it must seem that the royal family name was both Wen and Cao-wu. 
Certainly this is a phenomenon which requires explanation. We have already 
seen how often in the T'ang-su the name Cao-wu occurs as part of royal 
perso~1ages' names, as, for example, Cao-wu-Sa (BB ~ J~) of Hsiao-An, Cao-wu 
Pi-co (BB fut M ffl:I) of Mi, Cao-"wu P'o-ta-ti (BB it~~ tth) of Ho, and Cao-wu 
Sih-ho-ho (BB it !le 01lJ ~) of Sih (.Ft); whereas no personage is ever found to be 
recorded by the name ,Ven. In view of this it might seem allowable to sup
pose that Weii was the older name which was supplanted by Ccw-wit. In my 
opinion, however, it is not impossible the two names were in simultaneous use. 
For we have already seen how the communities in the region were always 
composed of two elements, the governing class of foreign origin and the gov
erned Iranian natives, and how they were divided in language and social 
customs. We may presume that TVen was the Iranian term which the native 
subjects gave to the reigning house, and Cao-wii the name by which the Turkish 

1) Chn.p. 339, p. 
@ 2) ToM.ASCH~K, Central. Stud., II, p. 821. 
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rulers and their direct followers called themselves and their masters. ,v e can 
conclude therefore that the other name of Su-te TVen-na-sa was a purely Iranian 
appellation meaning "Wen nine Kings" the full equivalent of which in Tur
kish should have been Cao-wu Te-cii-meng (SB file ~r- #il ~), though we see only 
the abridged form on record. 

CHAPTER V 

Su-te in the Narrower Sense Identified with Kusani 

,v e have recognized Su-te as the general name for all Soghd, and have 
been imagining there a group of Oao-wu states with K'ang or Samarkand as 
its centre, being the seat and the direct possession of the supreme master of 
all Soghcl. It must be noted, however, that Su-te did not always mean the 
whole of Soghd and ~hat Samarkancl did not in every period hold such posi
tion in the group. ·when we read in the TVei-sii that ·su-te sent tribute in 
the 1st, the 3rd, and the 5th year of Ta-yen, in the 3rd of Tai-an and in the 
4th year of Yen-hsiang, we may not notice anything remarkable in it, but 
the passage of the same book which relates to the 3rd year of Tai-ho (* ~O) 
(479 A.D.) excites our curiosity, because, enumerating ten foreign countries 
which each sent an embassy with tribute to the \Vei court, it mentions Su-te 
and Hsi-wan-cin (Samarkand) co-ordinately in the same list.1

) 

No tribute from Su-te occurs thereafter in the TVei-su, but the later his
tory Cou-su (J~ i!f) testifies to its paying tribute to the Con dynasty in the 
4th year of Pao-ting * 5E, ( 564 A.D.) Here arises. the suspicion that Su-te 
thus distinguished from Samarkand may not mean the whole of Soghd1 and 
this recalls what we have inferred about the Soghd mentioned in a certain 
Arabic record and about its Chinese equivalent Sz'.h-lo, that the term Soghd 
during a certain period denoted the particular state of Kusani. That the same 
discrimination in sense applies to Su-te can be more positively attested on 
Chinese record. The kisi-yu-cuan of the TVei-su and of the Pei-sih provides 
descriptions for the following countries that there were in Sogdiana during the 
period of the Northern and Southern dynasties :-Mi-mi ~ W, Hsi-wan-cin ~ 
7ifi rr (=K'ang), Mou-cih ip. -9:il ( =Mu), C'ieh-pu-tan 1fm ~ ~, Se-cih-hsien ~ 
-9:il ft~ ( =Ts'ao lU), Niu-mi NI: W, Fu-Imo ffilJ 1!\: (=An), and C'ieh-se-ni {JJ□ s fil 
( =Sih ~). .Here are present among others five of those six countries ascer
tained to have been Cao-wu states in the T'ang period, but not Ho, which 
was no mean member of the group. Ancl what is remarkable is that the 

1) TVei-~il, chu.p. 7 a, p. 10 r 0
; Pe'i-81'.h, chu.p. 3, p. 6 v 0

• 
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same Hsi-yii-cuan) on the other hand bears an account of Sn-te. Here we have 
an exact parallel to the case of the Hsin-lo priest's list of six Hu states) where 
Ho was replaced by Sih-lo. Just as Sih-lo was a corrupt transcription of 
Siigclik in its narrower sense of Kui§ani, so the TVei-fo reproduction of SLigdilc, 
Su-te, must have signified that particular state exclusively. 

The reason why that individual state assumed the general name for Soghd 
has been explained above while considering the interpretation of Sih-lo, and 
here it is enough to quote in addition what ToMASCHEK observes of Ku
sani :-that as Samark:and was alwa;ys the focus of intellectual activities, the 
rendezvous of merchants, and the storing place of commodities, for Sogdiana; 
so Kusiini had a peculiar significance and glory as the capital of the KusiinsJ 
and later of the Haital-Huns.1

) It is to be doubted whether Kusani was at 
any time the capital of the Ku.sans or the Ta-yiieh-sih,_ but there is testimony 
hr Chinese records to the fact of its being the capital of the Yen-ta (i!JM Ul§) 
or the Haital-Huns. The seat of the Ephthalite chief of all Soghd, Ku.§iini 
may well have been known by the larger name Su-te to the Northern and 
Southern dynasties. 

Su-te recorded as a tribute-payer to the \Vei dynasty being. not Samar
kand, but Kusani, its site is to be assigned to Kota Kurgan to-day. "\Ve may 
also understand that the King of Su-te who is said by history to have re
deemed his countrymen prjsoners at Ku-tsang was the monarch of all Soghd 
who reigned from Kusani, not the chief of Samarkand, as might have been 
sup1)osed. As for the racial identity of the Kusiini rule, we read this instruc
tive statement in the TYei-su, :-that Su-te had been taken by the Hiung-nu 
usurpers, whose descendant by two generations was the contemporary king 
Hu-ni (Xut-ngei) (f&. 00).2

) The Hiiing-nii must have meant the Ephthalites 
or the Yen-ta of Chinese history, while the king Hu-ni seems to coincide with 
the King Xusnawaz of western record. All these suqjects will be more fully 
discussed in my separate treatise on the Yen-ta race, which is now in pre
paration. 

Kusanik was the seat of the Yen-ta government over all Soghd and for 
this reason identified itself with Su-te, during at least some part of the period 
of the Northern and Southern dynasties, but from what we have observed in 
the foregoing chapters, it is obvious that in the Sui period as well as in the 
T'ang, the king of K'ang was at once the leader of the neighbouring states 
in Sogdiana. The movement of the political centre between the two places , 
we have not enough material to trace out with any exactness, but some light 
is cast on this question by a study in the TVei-su as to how recurrent embassies 
and tributes from western countries are on record. As we can gather from 

1) Central Stud., I, p. 160. 
2) Hsi-y·ii-c1tan, chap. 102, P· 8 v0

• 
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scattered entries in the dynastic history, Su-te was represented at the ,Vei 
court nine times, ranging from the 1st year of Ta-yen ( 435 A.D.) to the 3rd 
year of Tai-ho -j,:;_ fO ( 497 A.D.) on the last occasion her envoy presenting 
himself in company with that of Hsi-wan-cin. Previous to that time, a re
presentative of Hsi-wan-cin had visited only twice : in the 3rd year of Yen
hsing ~ J! ( 4 73 A.D. ), and in the 1st year of O'eng-ming (,i( Wj, 476 A.D. ), 
but thereafter the compliment ,vas paiq. seven times, ending with the 2nd year 
of Yung-p'ing 7J<-¥ ( 509 A.D.) Thus Su-te is displaced by Hsi-wan-cin on 
the whole, though there is a brief period of overlapping. Does that mean 
that the Su-te or Kusani power was superseded by that of Hsi-wan-cin about 
that time? I should rather think it only meant that the ruler of all Soghd 
moved his capital to Samarkaud. This view seems to be confirmed when we 
see later in the same history that Hsi-wan-cin gives place to Yen-ta as a 
regular visitor at th~ Wei court. Hsi-wan-cin sent her last, envoy in 509 
A.D., while Yen-ta, beginning with the 4th year of Ceng-sih ]E j{-fj (507 A.D.), 
scores eleven visits up to the 12th year of Ta-t'ung fr.. ¥ft ( 546 A.D.) of Hsi-Wei. 
The underlying fact must be that the Ephthalite monarch of all Soghd, who 
had been in Samarkand, abandoned it, about the year 507, for his new seat 
at Pa-ti-yen (t!< ® ld!;) or Bactria city, as a result of the southwarcl extension 
of his . territory. 

Towards the end of the Northern and Southern dynasties, when the 
ascendancy of the T'u-ci.ieh people supplanted the Ephthalite influence in Central 
Asia, the chieftains of the Soghd countries were probably suffered by their 
new northern master to rule their own states as before. w· e have already 
read of the king Tai-sih-pi of K'ang, who married the daughter of the T'u
ciieh Kaghan and who led the other Cao-wu states. Samarkand was again 
the ·capital city for all Soghd, and no doubt, KusanI had by this time, lost 
its old significance. And if in the T'ang period the priest traveller records 
it by the name of Sifi-lo or Sogdik, it must not be supposed the plape still 
deserved the name by continuing to be the first city in the region ; it was 
called so only by force of usage for some time after itg eclipse. We find on 
record that Su-te paid tribute to the Con court in the 4th year of Pao-ting 
ii: 5i:: (565 A.D.), nevertheless it is true the Ephthalite days were practically. 
ended by that time. So long was the old political centre of Soghd allowed· to 
monopolize the regional name, and perhaps this is why Samarkand was never 
represented by this appellation, in spite of the predominant position it acquired 
in time. 
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CONCLUSION 

To take a general review of what representation the region of Sogdiana 
had in successive parts of Chinese history, it was Su-i *-tin the Hoil-han-sil 
and the Cin-sil, Su-yu Jll ~ in the Wei-licw, and Su-M * t.~ in the TYei-su, the last 
form applying in the later stage of the Northern and Southern dynasties 
to Kui§ani as the representative state of Soghd. Passing down to the T'ang 
period, we see the names t~: ~FU, ~ lU, ~ jU, etc. as various writers transcribed 
in their own ways Suli, the corruption of Sugdik, while Hur-cAo's travel uses 
the term "Hu countries" to cover the whole Soghd region. All those T'ang 
period names may be assumed as befitting the areft coextensive with those six 
Cao-wu countries we have acknowledged in the same period. An exception, 
however, must be recognized in HsuAN-CUANG's Su-Ii ~l iu, which his Hsi-yii-ci 
defines as follows: "From Su-yeh--sui City t6 the land of Cieh-suang-na Jj l'! ffl5 
there lies what is named Su-H ~[ jU, with the people also so named, and their 
language and script named accordingly.m) Apparently Su-yeh-sui meant 
Suj-ab, now the Cu river; and Cieh-suang-na m ffi ffl5 represented Kasaniya, 
or Sahr-i Sabz at present. Then the same book of his gives an account of 
1-{asaniya, in which a description of the Iron Gate is followed by this pas
sage:-Passing out-Jide the Iron Gate you reach the country of Tu-huo-lo i~ ~ D, 
whose extent is over 1,000 li from north to south, and over 3,000 li from 
east to west. It is bounded by the Pamirs on the east and borders Po-ssii 
on the west, with the Ta-hsiieh Mountains (X ~ Ill) on the south and the 
Iron Gate backing its north, and with the great Fu-c'u ('1- ~) River flowing 
west through the middle of the country. Since several hundred years ago, the 
royal family has been discontinued, and so tribal chieftains contend there with 
each other, every one pretending to mastership. They protect themselves by 
rivers and steeps and thus cut up the land into 27 countries." 2

) HsuAN
CUANG's S11-li extended on the north as far as the Cu river, comprising the 
northern foot of the Alexander Mountains, Ferghana, Taskend and Xodjend to 
the north of the J axartes; on the other side of the river, it embraced all 
the basing of the Zaraf.san and the Kaska, having its southern limit, how
ever, at the mountain range of Derbend. The space between Derbend and 
the Oxus, it did not include, for the author counts among his 27 Toxara 
countries the following localities drained by the Surxab and the Panjab :
Cii-mi PJl *' Cu-mi-to (:Ml~ fiffi), K'o-tu-lo (~Pili~), Yii-man (·hltr ~), C'ih
e:..yen-na (tlft i~ lrf ffl5), Cii-ho-yen-na (:Ii® lO lrf W), etc.3

) We must understand 
therefore HsuAN-CUANG's Su-li * lU did not exactly correspond with contem-

1) Chap. 1, p. 18. 
2) Chap. 1, p. 24. 
3) Chap. 1, pp. 25-27. 
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porary transcriptions of Soglid. Neither does it seem any more precisely to 
agree with the Sogdiana of the western writers. ERATOSTHENES says that the 
Jaxartes separated Sogdiana from Saka just as the Oxus divided it from Bac
tria and this shows that the north of the region in question . was limited by 
the Sir parya.1

) The same fact is also suggested by the story of King Cyrus's 
building Cyropolis at the present U ra-tlipa as a defence against the Scythian 
aggression, and by Alexander's establishment of his namesake city at Xocljencl 
for a similar pm~pose. ToMASCHEK drew the map of :Ma-Waral-nahr, the 
"district between the rivers/' as it was under the Samanid dynasty, and we 
find it to include these seven countries-Boxara, Soghd, N asaf, Kess, Osrusa
nah, Caganiyan, and Xuttal, but not Ferghana, which is placed outside.2

) His 
depiction of Sogcliana of the Greeks, however, is somewhat different. This 
contains Ferghana within the· area, while Termid, the country between Der
bend and the Oxus, is left out for Bactria. But it is a question whether 
Sogdiana should be stretched so far north as to embrace 1:ferghana. In the 
conquest of Sogdiana, Alexander despatched an army to Osrusanah, but nothing 
is known to have been done farther east than Xodjend. '\Ve have seen, more
over, the Arabs' Ma-·w ara-lnahr did not include Ferghana, and that the Han 
historians recognized Su-i (Sugdik) as distinguished from their Ta-wan (Fer
ghana ). · We may assume the same thing was true with the Greeks' Sogdiana. 

The extent of the Han historian's Su-i cannot be easily defined, for they 
describe the country in but brief and vague terms. Seeing, however, that 
their Ta-hsia or Ta-ylieh-sih meant Bactria; their Ta-wan, Ferghana; while 
their K'ang-kii is assignable to the north of the Jaxartes; their Su-i may be 
taken as nearly corresponding to the whole area covered by the six Cao-wu 
states as identified in the T'ang period. It is a question, however, whether 
Termid should be included. History shows Cang K'ien found the Ta-yiieh-sih 
monarch holding his court to tlrn north of the Oxus, and this apparently 
meaning the district of Termid, we should be enabled to decide whether or 
not it was recognized as part of Ta-hsia by finding out from some other data 
whether the race had their headquarters then within the limits of the latter . 

. Reading about Ta-hsia and Ta-yiieh-sih in the Sih-ci and the Han-sti, 
nobody will doubt that they were two distinct 1Jowe,rs in the Chinese explorer's 
eyes, Ta-hsia being Toxara, as was indisputably :identified by MARQUART, one 
might naturally suppose that this race after having their period of predomin
ance over the ruins of the Greco-Bactrian Kingdom, was superseded by the 
invading Ta-yiieh-sih. Chronological consideration, however, does not approve 
this view. As western investigators have ascertained, the Greco-Bactrian in
fluence was surviving to the north of the Hindu Kush even as late as 140 B.C. 

1) Centralasiatische Studieri, I, No. 3. 
2) id. No. 1. 
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On the other hand, Cang K'ien's visit to the Ta-yiieh-sih, when he found them 
flourishing to the north of the Oxus, took place in 129 B.O., as has been justly 
calcula.ted by our KuwABARA.1

) These dates, are so close that we find it hard 
to imagine an intermediate period of another race's ascendancy in the same 
place. This gives rise to the suspicion that Ta-hsia or Toxara was in reality 
of a people identical with the Ta-yiieh-sih themselves. And in fact my in
vestigation of the history of the race has brought out the evidence that in the 
early days when they dwelt in Ho-hsi (ffe.J rl§'), they called themselves Toxara, 
and that Ta-yueh-si'.h or Yiieh-sih was the name given them by the Chinese. 
It was they who overthrew the Bactrian rule and fastened their own indigenous 
name Toxara on the conquered territory. Cang K'ien, however, was in all 
probability uninformed of this fact. He knew the people by the Chinese name 
alone, and as for Toxara he must have thought it was the original name of 
the region; otherwise his observation would not have conduced· to the historical 
statement that the Ta-yiieh-sih beat and suqjugated Toxara. Now Termid was 
the seat of their government at that period, and beyond question, it must have 
been within their own territory Toxara, that is, Ta-hsia. The southern ex
tent of Su-i, therefore, did 11qt go beyond Derbend, which marked it off from 
Termid. The Hsi-yu-cuan of the I--Ian-su contains the following statement 
about the country of Hsiu-hsiin Cf* ffl), which occupied the northern plateau 
of the Pamirs:-"It is 920 li north-west to Ta-wan, and 1,610 li west to 
Ta-yiieh-sih,"2

) and from this we may infer that the valleys of those northern 
tributaries of the Oxus, Surkab and Panja, were not part of Su-i, but of Ta
hsia. The lower reach of the Amu Darya, on the other hand, was occupied, 
as we have already seen, by the countries of ~ ~ Huan-c'ien (Xuan-c'iem) 
and 'j( 1a: Ta-i (Dahe, Dai). In the light of all these observations, it is fairly 
clear that the term Su-i in the Han history applied to practically the same 
area as was covered by the Cao-wu group of states in the T(ang times. 

1) The Mission of Cang K'ien (5&. 1l Q) 311iE), p. 97. 
2) Chap. 96 a, p. 13 r 0
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